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Maureen Boyle Antrim Belfast maureen@maureenboyle.ie

I'm a teacher in secondary school and I also work for the Open University teaching their
second year undergraduate Creative Writing  course.  I facilitate creative writing workshops
for the John Hewitt Society at their summer school and I take sessions for PGCE students
in Queens oIn my own work I write often in historic voice - particularly of women - so I like
the idea of research as part of the preparation for that - and also writing into spaces and
voices left out of text - for example filling in gaps in Shakespeare and other pre-existing
texts.

Stephanie Conn Antrim Ballyclare stephanieconnpoetry@hotmail.co.uk

@stephanieconn2

https://poethead.wordpress.com/2015/07/12/delta-and-other-poems-by-stephanie-conn/

http://www.poetryni.com/stephanie-conn.html

http://laganpress.co/blog/2015/poetry-originals-1-stephanie-conn

Stephanie Conn was born in Co. Down in Northern Ireland in 1976. She now lives in County
Antrim with her husband and two daughters. A former primary school teacher, she
developed and taught the literacy programme Passport to Poetry. Her own poetry has been
widely published. She is a graduate of the MA programme at the Seamus Heaney Centre,
Queens University, Belfast. Stephanie is a recipient of an N.I. Arts Council Career
Enhancement Award and won the inaugural Seamus Heaney Award for New Writing. She
recently won the Funeral Services NI and Yeovil Poetry Prize. Her first poetry collection is
due to be published by Doire Press later this year. She is currently working on her second
collection.

Malachy Curren Antrim Twinbrook, Belfast @malachypoet

I am a poet and workshop facilitator based in Belfast. My work has been widely published.

My recent work has looked at the intersections between the changing city, popular music,
tourism and, most importantly, the winding world of rivers. In 2015 I have undertaken a
personal challenge to write a short poem for every river, canal, stream and waterway in
Fermanagh, Armagh, Tyrone, Derry/Londonderry, Antrim and Down.

I am available for river-based readings and events and have the ability to facilitate on-river
poetry workshops for up to three participants (one per kayak, available to borrow free of
charge). I may also be available for non-river-based events in 2016.

In 2016, I plan to extend my work to the rivers of the border counties: Donegal, Cavan,
Monaghan and Louth. I would be particularly interested in working with other water-poetry
practitioners from these areas.

Maria McManus Antrim Belfast mariamcmanus55@gmail.com
ACNI ACES Awardee 2015/6. 2 collections published and working on a third. Experienced
facilitator and reader, at national and international level.

Colin Dardis Antrim Belfast colonyink@yahoo.co.uk

Colin Dardis is a poet, editor, creative writer tutor, freelance arts facilitator and mental health
advocate. He is one of Eyewear Publishing's Best New British and Irish Poets 2016, and an
ACES (Artists Career Enhancement Scheme) '15-16 recipient from Arts Council Northern
Ireland. Colin is also the founder of Poetry NI and online editor for Lagan Press. His work
has been published widely in various journals, anthologies and zines throughout Ireland, the
UK and USA. www.colindardispoet.co.uk

paula cunningham Belfast BELFAST paulacun1@googlemail.com

Paula Cunningham's chapbook 'A Dog called Chance' and her collection 'Heimlich's
Manoeuvre' are both published by Smith Doorstop.  'Heimlich's Manoeuvre' was shortlisted
for the Seamus Heaney Centre, Strong Shine, and Fenton-Aldeburgh awards.  Her poems
have been broadcast and anthologised widely and she is an experienced reader of her
work.

Simon Lewis Carlow Carlow simon@anseo.net
Happy to read some of my own poetry or take on a workshop with adults or children. My
web site http://www.simonlewis.ie has more information about me and my work.



Alan Garvey Carlow Carlow alangarvey@hotmail.co.uk

Available for workshops and readings.

https://ie.linkedin.com/pub/alan-garvey/22/883/a6b

Rebecca O'Connor Cavan Cavan editor@themothmagazine.com

Recipient of the Geoffrey Dearmer Prize. Work published in the Guardian, Poetry Review,
Poetry Ireland, The Spectator, The Stinging Fly. Pamphlet published by the Wordsworth
Trust, where she was writer in residence for 7 months. First collection We'll Sing Blackbird
shortlisted for Strong Shine Award. Has read in UK, Ireland, France, Slovenia, Slovakia,
Sweden, US and Lebanon. Details on www.rebeccaoconnor.net.

Kate Ennals Cavan Cavan 353863737847

I have a collection of poetry, AT The Edge published by Lapping. It is an eclectic mix of
poems ranging from nature to politics, emigration, love and humour! I also run poetry
workshops, poetry evenings and have a blog kateennals.com

Bee Smith Cavan Dowra-Co. Leitrim dowrabeesmith@gmail.com

Poetry - open form, villanelle, haiku. I have long experience of reading my work. Please see
more details on my Linked In Ireland Profile page. Also YouTube poetry performance can
be sampled here: https://youtu.be/iaPj0-TIfjE

I also conduct workshops as Word Alchemy in West Cavan and am beginning the process
of organising a cross border event through Marble Arch Caves Global Geopark for
UNESCO World Poetry Day.

Noel Monahan Cavan Cavan noelmonahan@oceanfree.net

Noel Monahan has published six books of poetry with Salmon Poetry.
He has won several National Poetry Awards including: Seacat Poetry Ireland National
Award and the PJ O'Connor RTE Drama Award.
His work has been translated into: French, Italian, Russian and Romanian. "Celui Qui Porte
Un Veau", his 7th. collection was published in France by Alidades. He has read his work
throughout Ireland, England, Europe and America.

Knute Skinner Clare
Killaspuglonane,
Lahinch, County Clare krs@kielskin.com

My poetry is a combination of lyric and narrative. I have given readings and conducted
poetry workshops extensively in Ireland and in America.  I have eleven books of poetry
published as well as eight chapbooks, and my work has appeared widely in periodicals and
anthologies in Ireland, England, America, Australia and elsewhere.  I have one published
memoir.

Patrick Stack Clare Kilmaley Enquiries@patrickstack.ie

One collection published - "The Parting" (2013) - & working on a second. Member of The
Poetry Collective. My poetry is a mix of the personal and political with love, betrayal, death
and nature being prominent themes. With poet Arthur Watson I have performed a series of
unscripted pieces entitled MUXZ since 2013.

Doireann Ní Ghríofa Cork contactdoireann@gmail.com

Doireann Ní Ghríofa writes "with tenderness and unflinching curiosity” (Poetry Magazine).
She is an award-winning bilingual writer whose poems and prose regularly appear in literary
journals in Ireland and internationally. Among her awards are the Ireland Chair of Poetry
Bursary 2014-2015 and the Wigtown Award for Gaelic Poetry (Scotland).

Doireann frequently travels to give readings of her poetry at literary festivals, as well as
delivering guest lectures and facilitating creative writing workshops for all ages.  For more
information, see www.doireannnighriofa.com

"Doireann's reading was incredibly special. She delivers her poems with mystic and poise, a
lovely, lilting voice delivers the strength and value of her work. A poet to be praised and
anticipated." - Dani Gill, Director of Cúirt International Festival of Literature

"A spellbinding reading of fresh new poetry by Doireann Ní Ghríofa - an exciting new voice
in poetry" - Paul O Dwyer, Dromineer Literary Festival

"Doireann brings her whole heart, intuition and experience [as a guest speaker].  I have
huge admiration for her intelligence, humour and above all her craftwork.  It is an honour to
have been able to work with her."   - Leanne O Sullivan, School of English, UCC

Mike Durcan Cork Ballincollig durcanmike@gmail.com
My book "Of Life and Changing Times" is my first publication. The work is about growing up
in rural Mayo, and life changes I have seen.



Chuck Kruger Cork Cape Clear Island chuck@chuckkruger.net

My poetry varies from day to day, year to year; it mostly goes with the island weather,
internal or external. I confess it's not particularly confessional. Website with examples of
poetry (& short story) included at www.chuckkruger.net.

Joseph Horgan Cork Clonakilty joe_horgan@hotmail.com

Author of three books of poetry, two collaborations and one solo work, pat winner of Patrick
Kavanagh Award, poems dealing with issues of identity, migration and belonging. See
Poetry International website. Has read widely in Ireland, the UK and Europe. [1]

Rosaleen Crowley Cork Youghal roscro@att.net or @roscroandco

Rosaleen Crowley has a Bachelor of Arts degree in English and Psychology from University
College Cork (UCC), Ireland.  She also has a Higher Diploma in Education, and A.L.C.M.
(Speech and Drama).  Rosaleen's Irish heritage inspires her love of water,trees and open
spaces. Her interest in poetry and drama influence her passion for painting. (signs paintings
as Roscro). Rosaleen draws on her creative energy to paint and write poems exploring a
"sense of self" and a "point of connection" between two cultures.

Afric McGlinchey Cork Clonakilty africmcglinchey@gmail.com

I write poetry intended for the page and have been a guest reader at festivals all over
Ireland, in England, France,  South Africa, Italy and Zimbabwe. I also offer workshops.
While my work is most often in free verse,  I enjoy using forms, personae and  paying
attention to the music of language too. My subjects  are anything and everything that
captures my attention or imagination, which may be personal or philosophical, political or
eco-aware. As someone who has lived half a lifetime in Africa,  the migrant experience is of
particular interest.  [2]

Roisin Kelly Cork Cork City roisineakelly@gmail.com

Published in The Stinging Fly, Poetry Chicago, The Irish Literary Review, The Penny
Dreadful, Bare Fiction, Southword, Synaesthesia, The Timberline Review. Read at Listowel
Writers' Week 2015 and Cork Spring Poetry Festival 2015. Finalist in Dromineer Literary
Festival and Red Line Book Festival poetry competitions in 2014.  Twitter handle
@RoisinKelly24

Paul Casey Cork Cork pcpoet@obheal.ie http://www.poetryireland.ie/education/writers-directory/paul-casey

Cal Doyle Cork Cork city caldoyle83@gmail.com
Poems published in The Stinging Fly, gorse, and POETRY (Chicago), among others.
Selected for Poetry Ireland's Introductions Series in 2012. Website: caldoyle.tumblr.com

Bernadette Gallagher Cork Lissardagh berg@iol.ie

My poems arise from memories and experience.  A poem could be triggered by a life event
such as a death, a meeting or a distant memory.

My first published poem is available at http://www.headstuff.org/2015/11/hanging/

Please check my blog for further information: http://bernadettegallagher.blogspot.ie/

Patrick Cotter Cork Cork info@patrickcotter.ie www.patrickcotter.ie



Terence Doyle Cork Doneraile tddoyle33@hotmail.com

All I can hear is Ralph McTell's Streets of London

Though in this moment the stars still shine
and on a distant planet aliens are listening to a conversation
every child has had with his mother over the sound of warplanes
on route for that very particular mission
light then silence the language tossed like sand into the cosmos
Deafening dark strata irradiates the universes devacuuming hiss
I feel relieved of this, that sentient shamanic outpouring
the puzzle that vacillates I'll show you something to make you
change your mind.

The Rubix Cubes undoing, dart boards in the attic, a hoopla hoops perished orbit
I'm hoarding my own Death Star from a near/far car park
this out of town urban centre the future Palmyra like Dali's timepiece eroding.

Am the Aztec gunman with my Nazca lines fuzzing north?
Who will sing of from there to here?

I will never leave this place alive only my words on 45 rpm, the aliens with turntables,
cassette and MP3 players, slack jawed like Napoleon beholding the Rosetta Stone, an
unreturned lend from the library of Alexandria.
Fallen drones carpet the way.

Terence Doyle 16th November 2015

Tara Liz Driscoll Cork Bath and Cork Ireland driscotara@yahoo.com.au

I write about the various aspects of the human condition and the ambiguous nature of all
life...My poetry often questions the validity of our generalizations and comfort zones, our
denials and our dishonesty with ourselves.

Over the last four or so years I have been writing more poetry than songs, which is more
what I've done in the past along with singing performance.  I'm also working on a partial
autobiography of my journey in Los Angeles where I lived for two decades.

I'm involved in a few poetry and music sites but am not that techno savy so it's taking me
time to update, upload and up my ante. ...You can look at my Facebook if you wish @ Tara
Liz Driscoll

James O'Leary Cork Cork City Centre twitter.com/Laric0

My poems have appeared in The Honest Ulsterman, Southword, Wordlegs, The Burning
Bush 2, and The Incubator Journal. I am a writer at Sabotage Reviews and my poetry-films
have screened at festivals in Ireland, Scotland and Canada.
My full writing biography, links to published poems, and videos of my poetry-films can be
found at https://vimeo.com/larico

George Harding Cork Cork & Kinsale georgeharding&gmail.com The environment, nature, political, personal, ornithology, etc.

Geoff Ward Cork Beara gjohnward@btopenworld.com

I like to think of my poetry as universalist. With MA and BA (Hons) degrees in English
literature, I am a tutor and mentor in literature and creative writing (poetry, fiction and non-
fiction), and I have been a contributor to newspapers, magazines and literary and ‘blogging’
web pages for many years. I am also the founder and host of the West Cork Literary
Society. Please visit my website - www.geoffward.wix.com/geoff-ward - to find out more.



Kathy D'Arcy Cork www.kathydarcy.com

Kathy D'Arcy is a young Cork poet whose well-received collections Encounter (Lapwing),
and The Wild Pupil (Bradshaw) were published in 2010 and 2012 respectively.  In 2013 she
was awarded an Arts Council Literature Bursary, and in 2014 she received an Irish
Research Council Award to undertake a PhD in Creative Writing in UCC, where she also
teaches in the Women's Studies and Creative Writing departments.  D'Arcy originally
qualified and worked as a doctor, and has also worked as a youth worker with homeless
teenagers and families in crisis, as well as running creative writing groups for adults and
young people.  She is also a playwright, and her play 'This is my Constitution' was staged in
2013 at an Irish parliamentary briefing on constitutional change.  She is 2016 editor of the
Cork Literary Review and of Rhyme Rag, an online poetry journal for young people.

'among the best poems I have read in years' (Thomas McCarthy)

Rosalin Blue Cork Carrigaline rosalinblue@web.de

Rosalin Blue is a cultural scientist, linguist, poet, translator and spoken word performer. Her
roots in poetry performance go back to 1995, when her stage career began in Hildesheim,
Germany. Since 2000 she is linked to the vibrant literary scene in Cork, with her poetic
home at the weekly O’Bhéal Mondays. She has performed at many venues and stages,
including places in Cork City and County, Limerick and Dublin, and has become known for
her captivating visual style at festivals like the Electric Picnic and the LINGO Spoken Word
Festival in Dublin.
Rosalin Blue sets poetry in motion. With words, voice and hands she releases image and
emotion into movement. Some of her pieces are short and contemplative, some roll in a
rhythmical flow, as she speaks and slams about aspects of Society and the Political, Nature,
Love or Womanhood. Blue can deliver bi-lingual performances in German and English and
specifically likes to promote the poetry of the German early Expressionist August Stramm
(1874-1915).
Blue's poems have appeared in "Southword Journal" print and online, in "An Gob Saor, A
Cork Millennium Anthology" by the Munster Literature Centre, Cork 2000, in the "Revival"
Poetry Journal, Limerick, the "Five Words" Volumes published by Ó Bhéal, and "Stanzas"
Limerick.
Her first collection of poetry “In the Consciousness of Earth” (2012) is available through
Lapwing Poetry Belfast. In 2015 she published her translation of love-poems by August
Stramm “You. Lovepoems & Posthumous Love Poems”.
You can find Rosalin Blue on Youtube and facebook.



Gene Barry Cork North Cork genebarrypoet@gmail.com

Biography

Gene Barry is an Irish Poet, Art Therapist and a practicing Psychotherapist. He has been
published widely both at home and internationally and his poems have been translated into
Portuguese, Arabic, Irish, Hindi, Marathi, Telugu, Albanian and Italian.

Barry is founder of the Blackwater Poetry group that meets weekly in The Spinning Wheel in
Castletownroche County Cork, Ireland and administers the world famous Blackwater Poetry
Group on Facebook. As an art therapist using the medium of poetry, Gene has worked in
hospitals, primary and secondary schools, NA, Youthreach, with retired people’s groups,
AA, asylum seekers and with numerous poetry groups.

He additionally runs the world famous Blackwater Poetry Group and administers the world
famous Blackwater Poetry Group on Facebook. He is also a publisher and runs the
publishing house Rebel Poetry.

Barry’s chapbook No Family Tree was published by Rebel Poetry in 2008 and in 2013 his
collection Unfinished Business was published by Doghouse Books. Authors Press published
his book Working Days in September 2015 and Gene is presently editing a novel.

As an art therapist using the medium of poetry, Gene has worked in hospitals, primary and
secondary schools, NA, Youthreach, with retired people’s groups, AA, asylum seekers and
with numerous poetry groups.

Barry has read in the US, the Caribbean, Holland, England, Scotland, France and Belgium
and as the guest poet at numerous Irish poetry venues. In 2007 Gene read at the Patrick
Kavanagh Celebration in Dublin. In March 2015 Barry was the guest poet at the St Patrick’s
Day celebrations in Austin Texas and at International Poetry Day in Dallas. During the same
trip he read in Louisiana, Arizona and Oklahoma. Barry read in Florida in May 2015 and in
Holland in August. In September he was the Irish poet chosen to represent Ireland at the
inaugural poetry festival in Kosovo. He additionally read in Romania and has been invited to
read in Malta in December.

In 2010 Gene was editor of the anthology Silent Voices, a collection of poems written by
asylum seekers living in Ireland. Barry’s chapbook Stones in their Shoes was published
2008 and in 2013 his collection Unfinished Business was published by Doghouse Books. He
has just finished editing a collection of 100 poems to be published for the Australian/NZ
market.

Gene also edited the anthologies Remembering the Present in May 2012, Inclusion and The
Blue Max Review 2012, 2013 and 2014 editions as part of the Fermoy International Poetry
Festival. In 2014 Barry edited Irish poet Michael Corrigan’s debut collection Deep Fried
Unicorn, and fathers and what must be said and The Day the Mirror Called for US poet
Heather Browne. In January 2015 he edited US poet MH Clay’s new collection sonoffred to
which he launched in Dallas on St Patrick’s Day 2015.

Gene has written the introductions for the following books; Maria Ni Mhurchú Ireland, S B
Pierce USA, S Sharma India, S Philbrook UK, M. Corrigan Ireland, Michael H Clay America,
Kay Kinghammer America.

Barry is also founder and chairman of the Blackwater International Poetry Festival and is
presently editing his new collection of poems.

Julie Agnew Derry Portstewart @julieagnew Poetry of all types

PAUL LAUGHLIN Derry Derry p_laughlin@hotmail.com

Author of two collections and contributor to several anthologies including Prairie Schooner
(USA) and Field Day Review Paul Laughlin's poetry addresses contemporary social and
political issues.  Responding to the conflict in the North of Ireland his poetry has stripped
away the convenient lies and exposed the unreliable narratives on all sides in considering
how history impinges on everyday lives and the cost this exacts.



Mel Bradley Derry Derry @meljbradley

soundcloud.com/mel-bradley-1

A performance poet with ten-something years of performance experience, sometimes actor,
dancer and also burlesque performer, general show-off-come-know-it-all.  I've appeared at
numerous arts festivals including Lingo Festival, Dublin.  Most recent achievement was to
perform an experimental piece that combined performance poetry with dance at Echo Echo
International Dance and Movement Festival 2015.

The confessional collided with the beat generation. Honest, raw and stripped back.  I write
through the lens of a queer woman who isn't afraid to say the unsayable, some say I'm too
candid. I talk about the things excluded from polite conversation.  But then, I'm not entirely
sure what polite conversation might be.  I explore the complexities of relationships all
struggling to stay afloat in the aftermath of domestic violence and abuse.

Deirdre Hines Donegal Letterkenny deirdrehines@hotmail.com

My website is www.deirdrehines.com There are some recordings of the poems from my first
collection 'The Language of Coats' (New Island Books) that prospective venues can listen to
by clicking on the Youtube link.
I have had new poems published in Deep Water Literary Journal, The Lake, The Bombay
Review, The Screech Owl, Abridged, s.w.collective, Your One Phone Call, The Derry Post,
deadsnakes and in A Donegal Collection-CD for Donegal Hospice. Poems are due to
appear in Three Drops from a Cauldron. the American magazine Elsewhere and Abridged. I
use a variety of forms in my work, ranging from sonnets, to free verse, to performance type
pieces to Sestinas.

Deirdre Hines Donegal Letterkenny deirdrehines@hotmail.com

My website is www.deirdrehines.com There are some recordings of the poems from my first
collection 'The Language of Coats' (New Island Books) that prospective venues can listen to
by clicking on the Youtube link.
I have had new poems published in Deep Water Literary Journal, The Lake, The Bombay
Review, The Screech Owl, Abridged, s.w.collective, Your One Phone Call, The Derry Post,
deadsnakes and in A Donegal Collection-CD for Donegal Hospice. Poems are due to
appear in Three Drops from a Cauldron. the American magazine Elsewhere and Abridged. I
use a variety of forms in my work, ranging from sonnets, to free verse, to performance type
pieces to Sestinas.

Denise Blake Donegal Ramelton denise@donegal.net

Denise Blake writes poetry of place, memories and family. Her two collections,  Take a
Deep Breath and How to Spin Without Getting Dizzy, are published by Summer Palace
Press. She is a regular contributor to Sunday Miscellany, RTE Radio 1

https://soundcloud.com/denise-blake-4
http://www.deniseblake.com/
https://www.facebook.com/deniseblakecom/?ref=bookmarks
http://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/invocation-by-denise-blake-1.2255949

Aine Collins Down Kilkeel mccullaaine@yahoo.co.uk

Aine Collins is a poet and  Writer from Ireland.
Her work has been published internationally in Contemporary Literary Journals and has
been featured alongside the work of writers and poets from around the globe. Her poems '
Transcendence' and 'Conversion' and her short story ' Toy Soldiers' appeared in three
volumes of  ' 'Literature Today' a literary journal  edited by Dr. Deepak Chaswal and Dr
Pradeep Chaswal.

David Thompson Down Portaferry wildeireland@hotmail.com Sources of inspiration are diverse although frequently influenced by Nature



Olive Broderick Down Downpatrick @pearldiver23

Originally from Youghal, Co. Cork, Olive Broderick travelled to Northern Ireland to undertake
the Creative Writing MA at Queen’s University Belfast, setting in Downpatrick in 2003. In
2009, she was one of the Poetry Introduction series readers and won a Henessy X.O.
Literary Award, Emerging Poetry Category for the same year. Her first publication -
pamphlet ‘Darkhaired’ (Templar Poetry, 2010) was shortlisted for the Michael Marks Award
for Poetry Pamphlets. She acknowledges the support of the Arts Council of Northern Ireland
2010/2011.

More recently, her work has appeared in the FourXFour Poetry Journal (Issue 7, 2014) and
HU. She has also been involved in a number of verbal/visual projects including ‘Crash’
postcard series by Abridged, ‘Products of Perception’ exhibition, part of the Belfast Book
Festival and a range of collaborations as part of Castle Ward Arts and Crafts collective. She
hosts a monthly writer’s group at the National Trust Castle Ward property.

Website: https://lettersfromladyn.wordpress.com/

anita lambe Down killyleaghan anitalambe@yahoo.com
light hearted usually with a twist in the tale based on actual events that have happened in
my life.  To sum up, story-telling told in rhyme. Don't have a website.

Csilla Toldy Down Newry and Mourne csilla.toldy@gmail.com

Csilla Toldy was born in Budapest. She lived in many European countries - France, Austria
and Germany and she wrote many poems about her journeys. Her work appeared in literary
magazines and anthologies and a first chapbook of poetry “Red Roots - Orange Sky” was
published by Lapwing in 2013. Her second chapbook of memoir, poetry and short fiction,
together with a CD appeared in 2015 to accompany the show "The Emigrant Woman's Tale"
- a story told in poetry and song - that she created with singer song writer Fil Campbell and
performed at art's festivals in Northern Ireland. To find out more about her work and to view
her video-poems please visit www.csillatoldy.co.uk

Moyra Donaldson Down moyradonaldsom@yahoo.co.uk

Moyra Donaldson is the author of six collections of poetry, Snakeskin Stilettos, Beneath the
Ice, The Horse’s Nest and Miracle Fruit, from Lagan Press, Belfast and an American edition
of Snakeskin Stilettos was published in 2002 from CavanKerry Press, New Jersey and short
listed for a Foreword Book of the Year Award.
 Her Selected Poems was published in 2012 by Liberties Press, Dublin and a new
collection, The Goose Tree, was published in June 2014, also from Liberties Press. She is
published internationally and has read at festivals in Europe, Canada and the USA.

Her most recent project was a collaboration with photographic artist, Victoria J Dean on a
project, Dis-ease, which culminated in an exhibition and a publication launched in July 2015

Her poetry has won a number of awards, including the Allingham Award, the National
Women’s Poetry Competition, North West Words Poetry Award and the Cuirt New Writing
Award. Both her poetry (1998) and her short stories (2002) have been short listed for the
Hennessy New Irish Writing Awards. She has received four awards from the Arts Council
NI, most recently, the Artist Career Enhancement Award
Her poems have been anthologised and have featured on BBC Radio and television,
including the Channel 4 production, Poems to Fall in Love With and she has read at
festivals in Europe, Canada and America.
Moyra is an experienced Creative Writing facilitator, working with individuals and groups in
the literary, community and health care sectors. She has edited a number of anthologies
and was literary editor for Fortnight magazine. Moyra also acts as a mentor, both freelance
and for literary organisations.
moyradonaldson.blogspot.com

Jim Hyde Dublin Dublin jimhydeplays@gmail.com

website: lismorebooks@eircom.net
3 books of poetry published: Bridge (2015), Summer Daily Love Poems (2013) & New
Season Lights (2014)

Bernard Kennedy Dublin Ranelagh- Dublin 6 kennedybernard3@gmail.com

essentially existential type.

www.poemhunter.com/bernard-kennedy/



Nessa O'Mahony Dublin Rathfarnham omahony.nessa@gmail.com

I've published four books of poetry, the most recent being Her Father's Daughter, published
by Salmon in 2014. I write about history and family and the experiences of being alive - and
have performed at events and festivals around Ireland and the UK. I've also read in the US,
Italy and Australia. My website is www.nessaomahony.ie.

Berni Dwan Dublin Blackrock curmudgeon@oldfilibuster.com

All of my poetry can be found on my web site www.oldfilibuster.com under Frankly Blank
Verse. I regularly perform my work at open mic nights in the Irish Writers Centre and my
poetry can also be seen on thegalwayreview.com, writing.ie and octaviousmagazine.com.

I have completed a nostalgic free verse piece about 1916 - it relates to my impressions as a
teenager living beside Patrick Pearse's School in Rathfarnham. It has received very
favourable reaction from readers. It would be suitable as a performance piece with some
images and sound in the background.

I teach English Literature, History and Journalism in Dun Laoghaire. I worked as a freelance
journalist for ten years. My features appeared in The Irish Examiner, The Irish Times and
numerous national and international magazines. My work has been broadcast on RTE
Sunday Miscellany and Lyric FM's Quiet Quarter.

Eamonn Lynskey Dublin Lucan eamonnlynskey12@gmail.com

My poetry has been widely published in magazines and journals. I write in stanza/metric
forms and have much open mic experience. Books:  Despatches and Recollections
(Lapwing 1998); And Suddenly the Sun Again (SevenTowers 2010). Website:
www.eamonnlynskey.com

Alistair Frederick Smith Dublin Dublin
https://www.facebook.com/AlistairFre
derickSmith/?fref=ts

I learned to read and write a bit later at 7 years old.  I then started writing poetry at aged 10
to improve my vocab, grammar and use of language.  I haven't stopped writing since, that
was 25 years ago.

I regularly attend and perform at open mic nights in Dublin and have also performed in the
open mic circuit extensively in London.

I have had numerous poems regularly published in Oscailt magazine since April this year.
http://www.oscailtmagazine.com/unitarian%20magazine/volume%2011.html

I was also published in Epilepsy News back in 2008.
http://www.epilepsy.ie/assets/58/EB58C4BA-0CCD-541F-
B71DE1FB4CD41954_document/044_issue.pdf

I have written about all aspects of my life as the pen has been my close companion and at
times the best guide I have had at times of my life.

I regularly post my poetry on my Facebook page if you want to see more.
https://www.facebook.com/AlistairFrederickSmith/?fref=ts

If you would like to contact me you can message me on my Facebook page.

Thanks for reading.

Michael J. Whelan Dublin Tallaght Michael J Whelan - Author (facebook)

MICHAEL J. WHELAN MA

Michael J. Whelan is an award winning soldier-poet, writer and historian living in Tallaght,
County Dublin, Ireland.  Many of his poems and short stories have been inspired by his
experiences as a U.N. Peacekeeper with the Irish Defence Forces, while serving with the
United Nations forces in conflict areas in the Middle East and the Balkans. He was 2nd
Place Winner in the Patrick Kavanagh International Poetry Awards 2011 (short-listed 2012),
and 3rd Place Winner in the Jonathan Swift Creative Writing Awards 2012 (short-listed
2011) and was selected as a reader at the Eigse Eireann/Poetry Ireland Introductions 2012.
His poetry, shor stories and historical work has been widely published. He continues to work
as Curator of the Irish Air Corps Military Aviation Museum.

For more information see https://michaeljwhelan.wordpress.com/



Maeve O'Sullivan Dublin Dublin www.twitter.com/writefromwithin

I write long and short-form poetry, and tend to perform both in one reading. I have lots of
experience of reading my work, alone and with The Poetry Divas. I've published three
collections with Alba: Initial Response (haiku, 2011), Vocal Chords (poetry, 2014) and A
Train Hurtles West (2015)

Anne Tannam Dublin Drimnagh annetanam.at@gmail.com

Anne's poetry is conversational and accessible, exploring universal themes through
personal recollections, seeking to draw the reader deeper into their own life experiences.
Reviews of her work say 'She assembles an array of varied, often provoking images in her
poems' & 'Gentle unpretentious metaphors impress upon the senses'.
Both a page and performance poet, Anne's first collection 'Take This Life' was published by
WordOnTheStreet in 2011 and her second collection 'Tides Shifting Across My Sitting Room
Floor' will be published by Salmon Poetry in Spring 2017. She has performed her work at
Lingo, Electric Picnic, Cúirt & Blackwater International Poetry Festival.
For more information

Pauline W Hall Dublin Dublin 6 paulinewhall@gmail.com

I have been published in Cyphers, Stony Thursday, The Mews. I have read  on RTE radio (
Rattlebag and Arena). My most recent publication  (2014) is The  Cream of the Milk, an
illustrated broadsheet of  clerihews on famous and infamous  Irishwomen. I have read on
numerous occasions at festivals.
My poetry aims both to seduce and to provoke  the reader. It is personal, but not
confessional.

Celia de Fréine Dublin Dublin
https://www.facebook.com/celiadefrei
ne

Celia de Fréine writes in Irish and English. She has eight collections of poetry in print
including, 'Blood Debts' and 'A lesson in Can't', both from Scotus Press, and 'cuir amach
seo dom : riddle me this' from Arlen House. She has written on the Anti-D Scandal,
Shakespeare's women, and the lives of women in general. Celia translates her own poetry
from Irish to English. She has won the Patrick Kavanagh Award (1994), Gradam Litríochta
Chló Iar-Chonnachta (20004) and the British Comparative Literature Association Translation
Award (1999).

Katie Donovan Dublin Dalkey katsdonovan@gmail.com

I have published four collections of poetry, all with Bloodaxe Books UK (the last "Rootling"
was a New and Selected and appeared in 2010). I have a new collection coming out next
year entitled "Off Duty" also with Bloodaxe. I have given readings all over Ireland, at
festivals and in venues both intimate and formal, in pubs, theaters, cafes, stately houses,
university lecture halls, art centers... I have also given readings abroad, in N America and
Europe. I enjoy reading to a live audience, especially if there is some music involved, and I
like radio too. I work in free verse that has threads of rhyme and rhythm. My work is
concerned with "smart human parables" (Bernard O'Donoghue) as well as myth, family, the
body, the natural world and the many stages of a woman's experience.

Neville Keery Dublin Blackrock neville@keery.com

I have two published poetry collections (Turnings, 1999 & Home, 2007) with a third in the
press.  Readings would be drawn from all three collections and I read with a clear, strong
voice and am happy to engage in audience discussion.  I was born in Dublin in 1939 and
started writing in Brussels in 1970.  On retiring to Dublin I won the 2003 Francis Ledwidge
Award and read at the 2005 Poetry Ireland Introductions.  I am a former Senator, 1969-73.
My poetry is contemporary and accessible and deals lightly with travel, politics and life.
http://nevillekeery.wordpress.com

Anatoly Kudryavitsky Dublin Dun Laoghaire akudryavitsky@hotmail.com

I write mainstream and experimental poetry, as well as haiku. I have published three
collections, two of them being collections of my haiku, and also edited and translated
anthologies of contemporary Russian and German poetry published by Dedalus Press. I
have read from my poems at literary festivals in Ireland and across Europe. More
information about me is available on my website at http://kudryavitsky.webs.com

Alvy Carragher Dublin Rathgar carragheralvy@gmail.com

My poetry is a blend of spoken word and more traditional forms. My first poetry collection is
forthcoming with Salmon Poetry (2016). I perform poems about everything from childhood,
to love, and feminist issues. I've been involved in a lot of the country's biggest festivals and
had work featured in arts festivals abroad as well. Some events I've been involved in include
Electric Picnic, Edinburgh Fringe Festival, Cuirt International Literary Festival and many
more. I've had work published in The Irish Times, The Galway Review, The Boheymth, Bare
Hands and many more. I have been nominated for the pushcart poetry prize and shortlisted
for many poetry awards. You can find out more about me at my award-winning blog With All
the Finesse of a Badger (alvy carragher.blogspot.ie)



Rosemarie Rowley Dublin Dublin rowley.rosemarie@yahoo.ie

Rosemarie Rowley has written extensively in form. She is also the first eco-feminist poet.
Her latest book "Girls of the Globe" (Arlen House 2015) contains sonnets in many voices,
some of which are Shakespeare's heroines.
website: www.rosemarierowley.ie

Lynn Harding Dublin Ballinteer Lynnhardingmm@gmail.com Poetry with an emphasis on nature, youth, love, new experience, change.

Hugh McFadden Dublin Dublin 6W (D6WNP99) hughmcfadden1@indigo.ie
Four collections published, by Beaver Row Press, Lapwing, Lagan Press, and Salmon
Poetry

Phil Lynch Dublin philrlynch1@gmail.com

I write and perform poetry inspired by personal emotions and experiences, people, places
and things I encounter in daily life and certain perspectives on the wider world. My work has
been described by others as lyrical and accessible.

I perform regularly at poetry and spoken word events and festivals in Ireland and further
afield. My work has been published in a variety of journals and magazines and has also
been featured on national and local radio. My first collection is forthcoming in 2016.

I'll be happy to provide more specific details of publications, performances and other poetry-
related activity on request. In the meantime a simple google search of 'phil lynch poetry' will
produce some evidence to substantiate the details provided above!

Triona Mc Morrow Dublin Dunlaoghaire. trionamcmorrow@hotmail.com I write short poems and have read in various venues.

Theophilus Ejorh Dublin Tallaght tanejorh@hotmail.com

I write poetry that straddles multiple themes/subjects, such as the complexities,
contradictions and personal struggles with the challenge of movement, settlement,
identities, being and belonging. I also write about wars, conflicts, social decay, politics, love,
betrayal, hate, death, poverty, religion, pain, nostalgia, the exilic condition, and so on. I write
my poetry in a way that I let it speak to the individual, thus I employ varied poetic tones,
ranging from the incantatory address and invocation to melancholia, condemnation,
disillusion, ecstasy, praise, unease,
Juvenalian angst and Swiftian humour. I have been writing poetry since the 1980s and am
widely published in diverse anthologies and journals in Ireland and overseas. I have won
several poetry awards and have published three volumes of work, namely: Echoes of the
Moment (1993); Embers of Words - An Irish Anthology of Migrant Poetry (2012, edited by
me); and Bluebells Are Blooming Again, a collection of poems and short stories by young
people in Ireland (2013, also edited by me). My next collection of poems, Scarlet Seasons,
is completed and ready for publication.  [3]

Bernadette O 'Reilly Dublin Finglas Beebsoreilly@eircom.net

My poetry has been described as snapshots of life, I also write some
prose and haiku/Senryu. I have participated in open mic's, was chosen for Poetry Ireland
Introduction Series 2006. I have been writing since '81, taken part inmznt workshops. Been
published in Various  anthologies including Pioetry Ireland Review, Riposte, Census, also
online.my blog is bercatliz.wordpress.com

Anne F OReilly Dublin Glasnevin anneforeilly@gmail.com

I write mostly lyrical poetry. I am happy to perform my own poetry and also mystical poetry -
old and new including poems of Rumi, Rilke, Mary Oliver, Marie Howe. More information
about me at www.bluehorsemusings.com and on my Facebook page Anne F.O'Reilly Poet
Teacher

Michael Naghten
Shanks Dublin @MichaelNShanks

Michael Naghten Shanks is the editor of online literary journal The Bohemyth. His own
writing is featured in various publications, including Gorse, The Penny Dreadful Magazine,
New Irish Writing, Southword Literary Journal, Poems in Which, 3:AM Magazine and The
Quietus. He was shortlisted for the Melita Hume Poetry Prize 2015 and has previously been
listed for other awards including a Pushcart Prize. He was selected to read as part of the
Poetry Ireland / Éigse Éireann Introductions Series 2015 and has read his work at
numerous events, including at the New Writers Salon during Listowel Writers' Week, as part
of the Young Irish Writers' Showcase in the London Irish Centre, on RTÉ Radio 1 and
during the International Literature Festival Dublin. His debut poetry pamphlet, Year of the
Ingénue, is available from Eyewear Publishing.

Elliott Furlong Tighe Dublin Dublin facebook.com/elliottfurlongwriting
I write and preform slam poetry poetry largely surrounding mythology and mental health. I
mainly preform around dublin in open mics and such.



Pauline Fayne Dublin Tallaght paulinefayne@hotmail.com

The majority of my poems concern my Dublin childhood experiences .
My aim is always to write in a clear , precise manner that people can relate to . My website
is paulinefayne.com . Samples of my work and an interview can be found on podcasts.ie .
My published work includes 'Killer of Fishes' (Stonebridge Publications 2001) 'I'm Fine
Really' (Stonebridge Publications 2005) and ' Mowing in the dark- New and Selected poems'
(Revival Press 2011).
I have read my work in venues throughout Ireland and also in The Netherlands and the
U.S.A.

Maighread Medbh Dublin Co. Dublin maighreadmedbh@gmail.com

Born in Co. Limerick, I am a poet with seven published works, one of which is a mixed
genre work on solitude. I am well known as a performance poet, and have performed
widely, in Europe and America as well as in Ireland. I am also experienced in giving
workshops, both in writing and performance. My website is www.maighreadmedbh.ie

BeRn Dublin Ireland hello@bernmusic.ie

BeRn

“A real colourful individual with her saucy, unusual, punky, spicy, joyful poems and songs”*

Poet and singer/songwriter BeRn, calls her stuff ‘Frock’; an eloquent mix of folk, punk angst,
rock ‘n’ roll, feminism, ire, laughter and irrepressible spirit.
Raw and uplifting, She takes to the stage with a fiery presence offering a heady mix of
emotion and rebellion.

2015 has been an exciting time for this dynamic performer culminating with performances
at:
Vantastival
Dublin Sunday Slam winner, March 2015
Performances@Lingo Fest 2014/15
Lingo Fest Poetry Fest finalist 2015
Secret Sounds Fest, 2015
Cork Spring Poetry Fest 2015
PhizzFest (Pen to Page), May 2015
Fresh Slam winner, August 2015.
Plus a host of other readings and gigs around the country.

BeRn has opened for Martha Wainwright in San Francisco, has performed with British
Poetry Slam Champ, Kat Francois, in The Stratford Theatre in London, placed second in the
Bezerkeley Poetry Slam in Berkeley, CA, has won the Clarinbridge Arts Festival Poetry
Slam, played the Edinburgh Fringe Festival and The Copenhagen Songwriter’s Festival.
She has shared stages with Patti Smith, Shane Mc Gowan, Indigo Girls plus many more…

To date Bern has recorded 3 albums and is working on her first book of poems. Her poem
‘12 Money Haiku’ was published in the Spring 2015 edition of Poetry Bus Magazine  and
two poems – ‘Tess’ and ‘soon you won’t know me at all’ were recently featured as ‘poems of
the week’ (July/Aug 2015)  in HEADSTUFF.org.

More Info:

http://www.bernmusic.ie/

http://www.breakingtunes.com/bern

*Kitti Juhasz@ MusicCrackers
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Mark Ward Dublin South Dublin
astintinyourspotlight@googlemail.co
m

Hi. I write and perform poetry that's in love with form and language that runs the gamut from
sonnets to straight-up spoken word. I was the 2015 Poet Laureate for Glitterwolf and have
been published in the UK, US and beyond, as well as selected for inclusion in a few
anthologies. Most recently, I won the FRESH Poetry Slam in Dublin. My work tends to, but
not always, have an LGBT focus, but is accessible to all. I love to read and perform my work
wherever I can.

My writing website is astintinyourspotlight.wordpress.com where you will find a blog as well
as information about my publications, where I've performed and information about other
works.

Siobhán Flynn Dublin Churchtown siobhanflynnpoetry@gmail.com

Siobhán's poetry has appeared in Wild Atlantic Words, Brain of Forgetting, The Pickled
Body and others. She has been placed and shortlisted in a number of poetry competitions
including Oliver Goldsmith (2010 and 2012), the Desmond O'Grady prize (2012), The Red
Line Poetry Competition 2015, the Percy French prize in Strokestown (2011 and 2015) and
she was the Hennessy New Irish Writing Poet of the month in May 2015.
Her poetry deals with everyday life, mythology and women's lives filtered through a wry and
sometimes humorous viewpoint and she enjoys performing at readings. Siobhán is a
member of Airfield Writers group and is working towards a first collection.

Claire lyons Dublin Rush claireelyons@eircom.net Poetry as Gaeilge two poetry books published

Stephen Philip Dublin Dublin @theirishwriter (Twitter)
I write poetry about nature, life experiences and lyrics for songs. I post most of my work to
Scriggler (https://scriggler.com/Profile/stephen)

Katherine Duffy Dublin Dublin 14 info.katherineduffy@gmail.com

Two collections published with the Dedalus Press, the most recent being 'Sorrow's Egg', in
2011. More recent work published in Magma, Orbis, The Stony Thursday Book etc.
Over the years I've given readings at The Winding Stair, Cúirt, Clifden Arts Festival, the
Centre Culturel Irlandais in Paris, etc., as well as locally, in Dún Laoghaire at the Poetry
Now festival, and in Ballyroan library. I've also given readings during Arts week in my home
town of Dundalk.
My website is www.katherineduffy@weebly.com

Amanda Bell Dublin
Rathmines /  Harold's
Cross @gagebybell

Poetry publication credits include Crannóg, The Stinging Fly, The Burning Bush 2, Skylight
47, The Ofi Press Literary Magazine, The Stony Thursday Book, The Clearing online, and
the Rebel Poetry Anthology Fathers and What Must Be Said.
My haiku and haibun have appeared in Shamrock, Presence, Blithe Spirit, cattails, A
Hundred Gourds, and Haibun Today.
In 2015 I won first prize in the William Allingham Poetry Competition, was shortlisted for the
Redline Poetry Competition, and highly commended for the Patrick Kavanagh Poetry
Award.
I have read at Phizzfest and Canalophonic, and as a shortlistee at the Strokestown
International Poetry Festival, the Redline Festival and the Allingham Festival. I have also
participated in public readings of Milton’s Paradise Lost (TCD, 2012), and Elegy Karaoke
organised by the Irish Centre for Poetry Studies (Irish Georgian Society, 2015).

Kevin Kiely Dublin Dublin (usually) kevinkkiely@gmail.com

www.kevinkiely.net

kevinkiely (poet) wiki

post-confessionalist, metaphysical poems written, recorded, performance with academic
interpolation.

various links online to poems, essays, articles and books

Kevin Kiely PhD
Irish Writers online
WIS Directory
Poetry Critic with Books Ireland, Village, Irish Independent etc.



Rúairí Conneely Dublin Dublin twitter.com/@RMConneely

Page poet, verse, occasional haiku or tanka. Absurdist, comical verse or reflective,
philosophical works or other. Writer of short fiction and comix. Published in The Pickled
Body and The Runt. I have performed at a variety of open mics and showcases, including
the Verbal Variety Show at the Lesson Lounge, and the Monday Echo. Please look me up
on Twitter if you want to email me.

Rob Buchanan Dublin
Blanchardstown,Dublin
15 and City Centre

Robertbrendanbuchanan@yahoo.co
m , 086 255 1204

Im a regular on the Dublin Poetry Open Mic night scene.My poetry is inspired by
modern Irish life, civil rights, Irish history and LGBT issues.

Ive appeared in The Stinging Fly and a number of other publications and was one of the
winners of the 2015 Poetry Ireland Introductions series.I also appeared
in "Dreaming without Sleep" in Dublin Castle recently.

I write a popular column for Irish LGBT news and magazine site GCN/The Outmost
http://theoutmost.com/author/rbuch1/

I also write keep a blog at http://theloosecannonbuchanan.tumblr.com/
and my twitter is https://mobile.twitter.com/RobLooseCannon

An example of my techniques and interest can be found in my recent interview in Headstuff
http://www.headstuff.org/2015/06/rob-buchanan/

Im always willing to volunteer my time to do readings and workshops. My first collection of
poetry “The Cost of Living” will be out early next year.

Steven Brennan Dublin seriousfizz@gmail.com

Young expressionist interested in romance, melancholy, and the romantically melancholic.
The challenge of poetry is to capture complex emotional landscapes in a concise and
aesthetic manner. Currently reading from, and seeking publication for, my second collection
"A Kingdom Emptied".

Marina Herbst Dublin Dublin
HTTP://IE.LINKEDIN.COM/IN/MARIN
AHERBST @Marina_Herbst

Anne Tannam Dublin Dublin

Email: annetannam.at@gmail.com
Twitter: @AnneTannam  Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/anne.tann
am  Website: annetannam.com

Anne’s work has been described as conversational and accessible, seeking to explore
universal themes through everyday experiences.      “…she assembles an array of varied,
often provoking images in her poems” ". a beautiful turn of phrase and a deftness to her
poetry, which is rare. Subtle rhymes and gentle, unpretentious metaphors impress upon the
senses”.

Both a page and performance poet, Anne’s work has appeared in literary journals and
magazines in Ireland and abroad. Her first book of poetry 'Take This Life' was published by
WordOnThe Street in 2011 and her second collection 'Tides Shifting Across My Sitting
Room Floor' will be published by Salmon Poetry in Spring 2017. She has performed her
work at Lingo, Electric Picnic, Blackwater & Cúirt Literary festivals. Anne is co-founder of the
Dublin Writers’ Forum.
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Eduard Schmidt-Zorner Dublin Milltown gmoirl@mail.com Poetry focusing on sociological topics and poems connected with the local scene

Jessica Traynor Dublin Dublin jessicamarytraynor@gmail.com

I'm a Dublin  poet whose first collection , 'Liffey Swim', was published by Dedalus Press in
2014. You can get up to date information on my work and readings at
https://jessicatraynor.wordpress.com/

Jona Xhepa Dublin jonaxhe@gmail.com

Mostly print-based poems with, sometimes, singing and comedy thrown in. Have had work
published in magazines sporadically, and have had a poem read out on Lyric Fm's Nova
program, as well as a reading for Listen At's July session in 2015. Currently becoming more
interested in the avant-garde and mixed-media performances

Alice Kinsella Dublin Dublin 1 alkinsel@tcd.ie

I'm a young Irish poet, I write free verse poetry on themes of mental illness, displacement,
reflection, intimacy, amongst other things.
I have been published in various places, including Headspace magazine and The Sunday
Independent.
I perform regularly in Dublin having previously performed at Flying South, Dublin
Underground Beat, A-Musings and The Monday Echo.



Leo Connell Dublin Dublin - Cabra leoconnell@hotmail.co.uk

I have been performing poetry for approaching two years now. My style is relatively close to
a modern performance style, but has some traditional inflections. I regularly compete in
Slam Sunday and Fresh Poetry Slam. I also run The Noise Upstairs, a music and spoken
word night in Dublin.

Thematically, I write relatively broadly, but my writing often touches on themes of queer
identity and broader political issues.

My work can be found via Leo Connell Says Words on Youtube and Facebook

Lola Hourihane Dublin Dublin l.f.hourihane@gmail.com

I am a budding writer with ecopoetry published in Dublin Zoo and in Youth Future Project's
EU-wide Changing (Dis)Course publication. I primarily compose and perform slam poetry,
such as at Slam Sunday events in Dublin, but I also produce written work. I have written
poetry with the European youth Parliament and also am a volunteer with Fighting Words.

Lewis Kenny Dublin Cabra lewiskennyiadtents@gmail.com

Lewis Kenny is a 22 year old spoken word artist hailing from North inner-city. His works
draw on urban experience and youth culture, bringing to light social and economic situations
that the youth of our day face. He is a First Fortnight slam champion and the founder of
'OutStraight', a show that combines spoken with graffiti. He is the founder of the Inter-
Varsity Poetry Slam and Chairperson of the IADT Poetry Society. He is the poet in
residence for Bohemians football club. Has made numerous television and radio
appearances including RTE One’s art show ‘The Works’ and The John Murray Show on
RTE Radio One.

'... Simply Brilliant' - Irish Times

“I was suitably and genuinely impressed.” – Irvine Welsh

Julie Morrissy Dublin D8 @juliemoiaussi

www.juliemorrissy.com

Writing on the transcultural female experience at home and abroad. Debut pamphlet with
Eyewear Press, UK.

Kate Quigley Dublin Dublin City kxquigley@gmail.com

Unrequited love & horses.

Also co-founder/director of Flying South, Ireland's only mental health themed open mic night
- facebook.com/FlyingSouthDublin

Rosamund Taylor Dublin Dun Laoghaire
rosamundktaylor@gmail.com,
@RosamundTaylor on Twitter

In 2015 I was chosen to take part in Poetry Ireland's Introductions Series. I was also a
runner-up for the Patrick Kavanagh award. My work has appeared in The Stony Thursday
Book, HeadStuff, The SHOp and Agenda, and I've been twice shortlisted for the Montreal
International Poetry award. I write primarily about mental health and the natural world.

Ciara Ní É Dublin Cluain Tarbh

email for spoken word night Reic:
reic.eire@gmail.com, twitter: @reic,
facebook: fb.com/reic.eire ..... my
email: miseciara@gmail.com, my
twitter: @miseciara

I write in Irish and in English, and have a particular interest in spoken word poetry. For
spoken word things I upload to my YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpHQt7ikZvjCOexULmqDarg

Last year I set up Reic, a bi-monthly spoken word poetry night, featuring rap, songs, poetry,
and music. The emphasis is on Gaeilge, although other languages are welcome too. Each
night has about 6 - 8 curated poets, as well as open mic slots, and audience feedback and
participation is encouraged.

SG Dublin Dublin @susannaalice

Primarily page poetry (with aural dimensions).
Particularly interested in the cross-disciplinary, especially working relationships between
visual and verbal art.
Has been regularly published in journals, in and beyond Ireland, over the past year or so.
Most recently was one of the writers involved with the cross-disciplinary project Cave
Paintings.
Editorial Assistant at Abridged magazine.



Stephen Hughes Dublin obx500@gmail.com https://afullquarter.wordpress.com

Fióna Bolger Dublin Dublin 2
https://www.facebook.com/fiona.poetr
y/

Fióna is a poet, a teacher, a mentor and facilitator. Her poetry is personal, political,
multilingual and mathematical.

Fióna's work has appeared in Southword, The Brown Critique, Can Can, Boyne Berries,
Poetry Bus, The Chattahoochee Review, Bare Hands Poetry Anthology, The Indian Muse
and others. Her poems first appeared in print tied to lamp posts (UpStart 2011 General
Election Campaign). They've also been on coffee cups (The Ash Sessions). Her grimoire,
The Geometry of Love between the Elements, was published by Poetry Bus Press in 2013.
She is a co-ordinator of Dublin Writers' Forum and a creative practice mentor with Uversity.
She is also a member of Airfield Writers. She is currently coordinating a poetry project
linking poets in Ireland and India to create new work.

She has performed at both the Cork Poetry Festival, 2015 and the Lingo International
Festival 2015. She performs at events around Dublin such as The Monday Echo and
Dublin's Underground Beat. She has also performed at Ó'Bheál in Cork and will soon be
appearing at Stanzas in Limerick. She also performed at the Tamil New Year Festival in
2014. Where two or three people are willing to listen and share the experience she is willing
to perform.

She has run workshops for writers, school and college students, book clubs and speakers of
other languages. She is comfortable in multilingual environments and has conducted
workshops with writers writing in different languages.  She is always interested in tailoring
her skills to new groups of people.

Niall OConnor Dublin Dublin Dublinepost@gmail.com
Poet and short story writer. See Google web site Dublinepost -Niall OConnor. (Over
160,000 views). Reads by invitation.

Niall McCabe Dublin Dublin mccabenp@tcd.ie

Niall McCabe's work is characterised by a formal expansiveness, density and linguistic
energy. McCabe juxtaposes the playful, the philosophical and the spiritual with stark images
of sex, violence, addiction and video games. McCabe describes his work as eschewing all
parameters, all borders between self and other. Through the continuous development of an
idiom of elasticity and encompassment, he sees the creative viability of every experience,
every eye, every mind: he creates a poetry of the world's possibility. McCabe also
composes sound poems, the conceptual basis of which stem from Gerard Manley Hopkin's
prosodic innovations, 'sprung rhythm' and 'inscape'. Through these poems of pure sound
McCabe seeks to capture the 'Haecceity' or 'Thisness' and 'Tathata' or 'Suchness' of the
object, experience, or group of experiences the poems describe. Niall McCabe is also a
painter, photographer, playwright, and actor. His writing has featured in various publications,
including Abridged, The Attic, The Belleville Park Pages, The Columbia Review, Icarus, and
Trinity Journal of Literary Translation. He is also lead singer in the band The Mighty
Kindness.

Christine Broe Dublin Rathgar al.mandala@gmail.com

www.christinebroe.com

Artist, Poet, Art Therapist, experienced in running workshops.
Most recent work published by Swan Press in Sept. 2015 collection of poems and art work
Lifting Light.



Angela Carr Dublin Phibsborough angela@angelatcarr.com

Angela T. Carr is an award-winning writer, poet and creative writing teacher, based in
Dublin. Her work is published in literary journals in Ireland and the UK, including Mslexia,
Abridged and Bare Fiction.

Three times short-listed for the Patrick Kavanagh Award, in 2013, her debut collection, How
to Lose Your Home & Save Your Life, won the Cork Literary Review Poetry Manuscript
Competition, judged by Joseph Woods, poet and former Director of Poetry Ireland, and was
published by Bradshaw Books (Nov 2014).

In 2014, she was selected for the Poetry Ireland Introductions series, short-listed for the
Listowel Writers' Week Single Poem Award and the Cúirt New Writing Showcase, a finalist
in the Mslexia Poetry Competition, judged by Wendy Cope, and winner of the Allingham
Poetry Prize.

Angela has read at literary events around the country, including the Irish Writers' Centre,
Over The Edge,
Ó Bhéal, Culture Night, West Cork Literary Festival, Dublin Writers' Festival, Cork Spring
Poetry Festival, Dromineer Literary Festival and Cúirt International Festival of Literature.

Her poetry has been broadcast on RTE Radio One's Arena arts programme.

Angela is a former Arts Administrator at the Irish Writers Centre, performed Design & PR
duties for Double Shot Poetry events in Dublin and is currently Poetry Editor at
Headstuff.org.

More information at www.adreamingskin.com

Eliza Homan Dublin Rathfarnham eliza.homan@gmail.com

I write a variety of poetry from personal to spiritual (not religious) nature to performance
poetry androids in between.
I am a member of Airfield Writers, have had poetry published including in America. I was
involved many moons ago in amateur dramatics.

Kevin Barrington Dublin Dublin City Centre 860720108

www.itsapoeticalworld.com/publication/ilti

www.barringtonkevin.blogspot.com

YouTube

Christodoulos Makris Dublin @c_makris

- "a forerunner, in Irish poetry and Irish poetry publishing" - Harry Clifton, The Irish Times
- "one of Ireland's leading explorers of experimental poetics" - Rick O'Shea, The RTE Poetry
Programme

Extensive reading experience internationally.

web: http://yesbutisitpoetry.blogspot.com

Simon Solomon Dublin Dublin info@simonsolomon.ink

www.simonsolomon.ink

I read/perform my own poetry, verse drama and poetry in translation. I am a practising
lecturer, editor and teacher with postgraduate degrees in Creative Writing and European
Philosophy. I am a professional member of the Irish Writers Centre, Dublin.

Diarmuid Fitzgerald Dublin Clondalkin deeinireland@gmail.com

I write short lyric poetry as well as haiku and tanka poetry. I have had a collection of haiku
and tanka poems published in 2015. The collection is called 'Thames Way' and it was
published by Alba Publishing www.ablapublishing.com .I have had poems published in The
Stinging Fly, Cyphers, Blithe Spirit and Frogpond. I am currently writing a novel called 'An
Affinity for Metal'. Recently I completed a course in teaching creative writing with Dave
Lordan. I am interested in teaching creative writing and giving public readings of my work. I
can be contacted via my email address deeinireland@gmail.com or via my Facebook page
Diarmuid Fitzgerald (author).



Siobhan Daffy Dublin Glenasmole, Dublin 24 siobhan@rhythminc.com

Spoken poetry accompanied by African harp & percussion. CD coming out in June 2016.
Published in many magazines including Southword, The SHop, Orbis, Cuirt Journal, The
Stony Thursday Book. Previous performances include the Redline Festival and the Electric
Picnic. An engaging experience, words and music create a lively and reflective atmosphere.
Contact Siobhan for more information.

margaret Zheng Dublin Terenure margonyzheng@gmail.com

I love performing my poetry at open mic's and poetry reading events.  People seem to enjoy
my poetry because I draw on the wildness of the countryside where I grew up in Cavan and
I always bring the ferocity of the moors and the gentleness of mountain streams to my work.
I also write about themes which affect people.  I belong to a poetry group and have a wide
collection of poetry.  I also write short stories.  My work is very literary and descriptive.  I
would love the opportunity of taking part in community events because I think that poetry
should be accessible to people.

Ann Leahy Dublin Drumcondra annleahyloz@yahoo.ie

Poems have been anthologised widely and published in many poetry magazines and
journals, I have taken part in writers’ festivals in Ireland and Germany and received a
Culture Ireland bursary for a reading tour in the US (in 2009). My collection, ‘The Woman
who Lived her Life Backwards’ (Arlen House, 2008) won the Patrick Kavanagh Award.
Individual poems have won or been placed in almost twenty other Irish and UK competitions
including two commendations in the British National Poetry Competition. I grew up in north
Tipperary and live in Dublin.
https://www.facebook.com/ann.leahy.524

Brian Kirk Dublin Clondalkin briankirk2003@yahoo.com
Award winning poet preparing first collection. Has read widely at events, poetry Ireland
Introductions, Over the Edge etc. See website: www.briankirkwriter.com

Susan O'Reilly Dublin Tallaght susanburns1968@yahoo.co.uk I write all types of poetry.

Brian Kirk Dublin South West briankirk2003@yahoo.com

Award winning poet, widely published in journals. Poetry Ireland Introductions 2013 and
twice short listed for Patrick Kavanagh Award 2014 & 2015. Currently finalising first
collection.

Caoimhe Lavelle Dublin Dublin contessakweev@hotmail.com

Poet and spoken word performer. Have organised spoken word events and projects with
Blue Bottle Collective. Recently adopted hula-hooping as part of my spoken word practice.
My poetry is feminist, surreal, erotic and it aims to empower both myself and my audience.

Christine Murray Dublin Rathmines c.elizabethmurray@gmail.com

Christine Murray is an Irish born poet and writer, a graduate of Art History and English
Literature (UCD) and a City and Guilds qualified restoration stonecutter (OPW/
Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland).

Her chapbook "Three Red Things" was published by Smithereens Press in June 2013. A
collection of poems "Cycles" was published by Lapwing Press in Autumn 2013. A dark tale
"The Blind" was published by Oneiros Books late in 2013. Her second book length poem
"She" was published in Spring 2014 (Oneiros Books). A chapbook "Signature" was
published in March 2014 by Bone Orchard Press. Christine curates
http://www.poethead.wordpress.com

Her poetry is published in the The Southword Journal, Crannóg Magazine, A New Ulster
Magazine, Caper Literary Journal, Ditch Poetry, Bone Orchard Poetry, Levure littéraire,
Recours au Poème Magazine, and WomenArts Quarterly Journal.

Dave Fleming Dublin Dublin flemding@gmail.com
I like to celebrate personal hero's, puncture inflated ideology, redress social, political &
economic in balance & commemorate significant events.

Sophie Meehan Dublin & Leitrim
Dublin/ Carrick on
Shannon

@someehan on Twitter or email
meehansp@tcd.ie

I write page poetry that's been published in Icarus, The Honest Ulsterman and THE SHOp
Magazine of Poetry. I've also been part of multidisciplinary shows with music and visual art
and I enjoy the opportunity to work with other mediums. I live between Carrick and Dublin so
would be happy to read in either and get to know more poets in both areas!



David Murphy Dublin & Waterford Lusk & Tramore dmbc@gofree.indigo.ie

David Murphy was born in Cork but lives now in Dublin and Waterford. His poetry has been
published many times in various magazines and anthologies in Ireland and abroad,
including The Poetry Bus, Stony Thursday Book, Revival, The Burning Bush, Irish Literary
Review, Cyphers & The Shop. Has given readings of his own work, as well as talks (on the
history of ‘imaginative’ fiction in the Irish tradition) at bookshops, arts festivals and other
events including the Frank O’Connor Festival in Cork, Limerick’s ‘On the Nail’, Waterford
Writers’ Weekend, Chapter’s Lunchtime Series, Irish Writers’ Centre, Imagine, Culture
Night, and various other arts & literature events in Ireland (Ballymaloe, Boyle, Greystones,
Trim, Strokestown) and abroad (Bradford, Copenhagen, Montreal). Also a short story writer
and novelist, his latest book, Walking on Ripples, was published by the Liffey Press in
October 2014. Website: www.davidmurph.wordpress.com

Eilis stanley Dublin & Wicklok
Co. Dublin & N.E
Wicklow percypet@gmail.com

I'm a member of Airfield Writers Group Dundrum and I write prose and poetry..on a variety
of subjects love death politics and the natural.world .I'm also interested in satire and humour
,write mostly blank verse poetry but some classical forms.....i want my work to express
psychological depth ,originality , irony and the endless idiosyncratic nature of our lives ..I've
35 years of writing behind me ..won poetry prize at Listowel.been shortlisted Bridport UK
published since 1987. I love readings, performing and listening and have done many .thank
you eilis

Richard W. Halperin France Paris halperin8@wanadoo.fr

--THE POEMS: Love; death; resurrection or hope of it; time is a joke; accessible light-filled
language, some poems scarcely there.
--THE BOOKS:
Three FULL COLLECTIONS VIA SALMON  (2015 the most recent, and a fourth listed for
2017). Back cover appreciations by respectively Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin, Macdara Woods,
Joseph Woods.  The latter writes, about the 2015 book: ‘Like all great artists, Halperin
makes no distinction between the living and the dead.’
Five  SHORT COLLECTIONS VIA LAPWING/BELFAST (2014 & 2015). One back cover
appreciation for these is by theatre man Raymond Keane. (The poems are dramatic in
various ways, including Irish and Japanese.).
--READINGS: Festivals include Goldsmith; Cuisle; West Bantry Literary. Ongoing venues:
include The White House, On the Nail, Ó Bhéal, Over the Edge, Dundalk Writers' Circle.
DEBUT as a reader 2006 at Glencree Centre for Reconciliation and at Glenstal Abbey. In
2011, I was one of 116 Irish writers reading in 2011 at the Guinness Book of Records
marathon at the Irish Writers' Centre . I also give bilingual readings here in Paris, since
there is an French-English version of the first Salmon collection.
--JOURNALS AND MAGAZINES: The SHOp (23 poems), Cyphers (over 20 to date),
Galway Review (15 to date since January 2015), eight Stony Thursday Book annual
anthologies in the past ten years.  Since 2007, over 300 poems have appeared in
magazines or journals in Ireland and the UK, and one poem this year  – bingo! – in the Irish
Times.
-- FIRST PRIZES include a poem now on permanent display in the Hawk's Well Theatre
and a poem submitted to a UCD competition (adjudicators respectively Theo Dorgan/Paula
Meehan and Paul Perry).
--INTERNET: I’m not in Facebook or Twitter. But if you enter my name and the word 'poet' in
the internet, several pages including some mp3s will pop up.
----NO PREFERENCE for a solo or joint reading; or for a purely literary  or a mixed event,
poems/music/dance/other performance. I make several short trips to Ireland per year to visit
friends, and can build a reading invite upon that. My name on a programme either fills a
room or it doesn’t, I don’t care about that, I’d  read to a tree!

Anne Marie Kennedy Galway Craughwell kennedygalway@gmail.com Award winning & experienced spoken word, page and performance poetry.

Dolores Stewart Galway dolores.stewart@nuigalway.ie

Dolores Stewart writes poetry in both English and Irish.  Previous collections include "In Out
of the Rain" (1999) and "Presence of Mind" (2006), published by Dedalus as well as Irish
language collections "'Sé Sin Le Rá" (2001) and  "An Cosán Dearg " (2003), published by
Coiscéim.  She is presently working on a bilingual collection.



Robyn Rowland Galway Clifden bysea@bigpond.com

ROBYN ROWLAND is an Irish-Australian dual-citizen, annually visiting Ireland for thirty-
three years, now living half-time in Connemara. She regularly visits and works in Turkey.
She has written twelve books, nine of poetry. Her latest two books in 2015 are Line of Drift
from Doire Press, Ireland, supported by the Irish Arts Council, and her bi-lingual This
Intimate War Gallipoli/Çanakkale 1915 – İçli Dışlı Bir Savaş: Gelibolu/Çanakkale 1915
published by Five Islands Press in Australia and by Bilge Kultur Sanat in Turkey, sponsored
by the Municipality of Çanakkale.

Robyn’s poetry appears in national and international journals and in over thirty-six
anthologies, including six Best Australian Poems: 2014, 2013, 2010, 2009, 2005 and 2004
(Black Inc.), with editors Les Murray, Robert Adamson, Lisa Gorton and Geoff Page; and
Being Human, ed. Neil Astley, (Bloodaxe Books, UK, 2011). Her work has been awarded a
number of prizes and she has published and read in Australia, Ireland, Japan, Bosnia,
Serbia, Austria, Turkey, Canada, India, New Zealand, Portugal, the UK, the USA, Greece
and Italy.

Robyn’s poetry has been featured on Australian and Irish national radio programs. Robyn
has two CDs, Off the Tongue and Silver Leaving — Poems & Harp with Lynn Saoirse. Dr
Robyn Rowland AO was an Honorary Fellow, School of Culture and Communication 2008-
2012, University of Melbourne; was a member of the National Advisory Council for Australia
Poetry Ltd 2010-2013; curated and presented the Poetry & Conversation Series for the
Geelong Library Corporation, 2010-2013; and was inaugural Deputy Chair of the Board of
the Australian Poetry Centre 2007-2009. Previously Professor of Social Inquiry and
Women’s Studies at Deakin University, she retired in 1996 and was created an Officer in the
Order of Australia for her contribution to higher education and women’s health.
facebook: Robyn Rowland. http://www.robynrowland.com

Niall McElwee Galway Athenry info@bookhubpublishing.com

I have written several individual pieces published in various fora, write a blog on Boook Hub
Publishing and co wrote a poetry book with award winning poet, John Ennis, titled, 'Oisin's
Journey Home.'

Website is www.bookhubpublishing.com

Tomas O Carthaigh Galway Renmore www.writingsinrhyme.com Rhyming poetry and video poems.  Member of Tullamore Rhymers Club

Réamonn Ó
Donnchadha Galway

Béal an Daingin,
Conamara rodonnchadha@gmail.com

One published collection ;
Chopin's Grave. (Boland Press).2012
Currently writing a collection of poems in the Irish language....no name for the collection yet,
and no completion date

Tony O'Dwyer Galway Galway odwyertony@gmail.com
First collection, Off Guard, published by Bradshaw Books, Cork. Runner-up Patrick
Kavanagh Award 1999. Co-editor of Crannóg magazine. www.cranogmagazine.com

Susan Lindsay Galway Kilcolgan, Galway. Twitter @susanhlindsay

Two collections of my poetry have been published by Doire Press, 2011, 2013. My work can
also be found in the Over the Edge and Hibernian Writers anthologies from Salmon Press
and Alba, UK. I have read at Belfast Book Festival and the Cuirt International Literature
Festival among other places. A retired psychotherapist and facilitator, my workshop Having
a New Conversation mediated by poetry, around various topics, takes place anually over a
number of weeks and was twice filled at Cuirt when it appeared on the  2015 programme.
I blog at www.susanlindsayauthor.blogspot.ie

Gerard Hanberry Galway Galway gerryhanberry@gmail.com

Gerard Hanberry has published four poetry collections to date including 'At Grattan Road'
(Salmon Poetry 2009) and 'What Our Shoes Say About Us' (Salmon Poetry 2014). His work
recently appeared in Penguin's anthology 'Windharp -Poems of Ireland from 1916'. A stone
plaque of his poem 'The Kasbah on Quay Street' was erected on Quay Street, Galway in
April 2015. Gerard's biography of the Wilde family 'More Lives Than One - The Remarkable
Wide Family Through the Ages' was published by the Collins Press in 2011.

Nuala Ni Chonchuir Galway Ballinasloe nualani@gmail.com

Women's interest, the body, sex, feminist, motherhood, relationships, visual art, short lyrics.
Novelist also. Latest novel about Emily Dickinson.
nualanichonchuir.com

Elaine Feeney Galway Athenry @121hatter
Elaine Feeney has published three collections of poetry, she is considered a strong voice in
contemporary political poetry, she is a teacher and working on a novel.



Neil SLevin Galway & Leitrim
Galway/Carrick-on-
Shannon nelly1389@hotmail.com

I am a 26 year-old writer from Co. Leitrim, Ireland, who focuses mainly on poetry.

A former English teacher in the U.K., having graduated with a B.Sc. in Physical Education
with English from the University of Limerick in 2011,  I have returned to university to
complete an M.A. in Writing at N.U.I. Galway and to pursue a writing-based career.

I write for The Sin (N.U.I. Galway's student newspaper), editing its entertainment section
and culture column, Resonate, and as events reporter for the I.L.A.S. (an N.U.I. Galway
campus centre providing community-based initiatives for the local area).

I was SMITH Magazine’s Memoirist of the Month for October 2015 –
http://sixwordmemoirs.com/about/memoirist-of-the-month-october-2015-neil-slevin/,
shortlisted for Creative Writing Ink Journal’s monthly writing competition for October 2015 –
http://creativewriting.ie/creative-writing-ink-journal-2, and am a winner of
culturedvultures.com’s Poem of the Week competition –
http://culturedvultures.com/poem-week-unforgettable-fire-neil-slevin.

Jo Burns Germany Miltenberg joerbacher@yahoo.co.uk
Irish Landscape, Childhood, Poems of place, Ekphrasis.
Publication Credits: A New Ulster

Jo Burns Germany Miltenberg joerbacher@yahoo.co.uk

From Maghera, Co. Derry. Poems relate to Northern Irish Landscape, Childhood, Poems of
place, Ekphrasis.
Publication Credits: A New Ulster

Karen O'Connor Kerry Tralee poetry@karenoconnor.co.uk

Karen likes to write poetry using everyday language, about everyday people, doing
everyday things but not always in an everyday way.
She loves to connect with the audience at readings.  Gabriel Fitzmaurice describes her as,
a keen observer of people, producing poems that are witty, poignant, affectionate.
Karen’s first collection, Fingerprints (On Canvas) – Doghouse Books - was described by Dr.
Brendan Kennelly as a brilliant, humane, memorable book.
Her second collection, Between The Lines, was featured on Arena, RTE Radio 1 arts
programme and described by Associate Professor, Frances Devlin-Glas, as a stunning
collection with no false notes.
www.karenoconnor.co.uk

Claire O'Mahony Kerry Tralee omahonycc@gmail.com Blank verse, rhyming verse, and rap.

Maggie Breen Kerry Dingle margaretbreen@yahoo.com www.maggiebreen.com

Maria Ní Mhurchú Kerry Dingle marianimhurchu@gmail.com
I write poetry based on my life experiences. I write free style poetry and my 4th book
Startled By You is available now.  It's based on my experiences with mental health issues.

Kevin Griffin Kerry Killorglin griffinkevin47@gmail.com

I am a member of KNIBS Writers Group(see website and we are on Facebook
Knibs/inflictors), I have had poems published in a number of magazines.. Revival, Crannog,
The SHOp, Boyne Berries, Stony Thursday etc. We meet in the Library in Killorglin and the
kind ladies there will also put those interested in touch.

Fiona O'Connor Kerry Killarney fionaoconnorsemail@gmail.com

I write experimental poetry, philosophical in places. I explore childhood and womanhood in
Ireland, as well as ideas of subjectivity. I enjoy playing at the boundaries of language - I
believe that is one of the purposes of poetry, to push at the limits of meaning.

 fionaoconnor.wordpress.com

James Lawless Kildare Leixlip jameslawless23@hotmail.com

I have won a number of awards including the Hennessey and Cecil Day Lewis awards and
the Scintilla Welsh Open Poetry Competition. I am the  author of a poetic meditation Noise &
Sound Reflections, a poetry collection Rus in Urbe and a study of modern poetry Clearing
the Tangled Wood: Poetry as a Way of Seeing the World for which I received an arts
bursary. I am an experienced workshop facilitator and have read my poetry on radio and at
many literary festivals.
www.jameslawless.net

Mick Corrigan Kildare Celbridge mick.corrigan@hotmail.com
I write a mixture of social commentary, historical, character based and personal poems. My
debut collection Deep Fried Unicorn was published in late 2014 by Rebel Poetry Ireland.



Mick Corrigan Kildare Celbridge mick.corrigan@hotmail.com
I write a mixture of social commentary, historical, character based and personal poems. My
debut collection Deep Fried Unicorn was published in late 2014 by Rebel Poetry Ireland.

Kate Dempsey Kildare Maynooth @PoetryDivas

Debut Poetry Collection The Space Between from Doire Press Nov 2015.
I have a lot of publication under my belt, poetry, short stories and non-fiction including RTE
Radio, Quiet Quarter, Poetry Ireland Review, The Shop, Magma, Stinging Fly, New Planet
Cabaret Anthology and many others. Prizes include The Plough Prize, Cecil Day Lewis
Award, shortlisting for the Hennessy New Irish Writing Award for both Poetry and Fiction
and two commendations for the Patrick Kavanagh Award. I was nominated for the Forward
Prize and selected to read for Poetry Ireland Introductions.
I run the Poetry Divas, a collective of women poets who read their poetry at events and
festivals all over Ireland, blurring the wobbly boundary between page and stage.

Mary O'Donnell Kildare
Maynooth, 18 miles from
Dublin maryodonnell4@gmail.com

Information about my work is on the website www.maryodonnell.com  I'm interested in
speaking about how poems come together, the making of them, and I'm interested in
reading from my poetry. I have thirty years experience of readings, performances, lectures
and workshops and enjoy connecting with apprentice writers and sharing in the adventure of
discovery. The range of my poetry interests is wide and ever-evolving, and includes
performance poetry as much as it does traditional methods of expression.

Emma Tobin Kildare Newbridge
Emma Tobin Writer (Facebook) or
@ek_tobin on Twitter

I am an award winning poet who has been published in a number of publications. I am one
of the winners in the Hennessy Writer of the Year Awards (for poetry) with The Irish Times. I
am studying English and Philosophy in UCD.

Catherine  Conlon Kildare Celbridge catherine27conlon@gmail.com

Debut poetry collection View- "The twenty-four poems here are intelligent and unobtrusive,
and seem to owe more to an American (William Carlos Williams, for example) rather than
an Irish tradition - the poems are never overstated and are more successful when they are
allowed to be simple, when superfluous comment is kept to a minimum.In such cases the
poems are remarkable for their depth - all in all, View is a challenging debut."- Poetry
Ireland Review. (issue 34)

My poems have appeared in The Irish Times, Poetry Ireland Review, Books Ireland, Cuirt
Journal, Ropes, Skylight 47 and in various journals and newspapers.
I have won awards for my work and have given readings at numerous venues in Ireland. My
poems are inspired mainly by nature, philosophy, politics and personal experience.

Éamon Mag Uidhir Kildare Maynooth eamon@maguidhir.com

I write about memory a lot of the time, sometimes about the act of remembering, sometimes
just relaying the content of a memory. I also write snapshots of places and people I
encounter, nowadays or in memoryland. Sometimes I get angry and political, or more likely
anti-political, sometimes I get a bit giddy.

I edited Icarus when I was at Trinity and later on, becoming engrossed in journalism,
parenthood et cetera, put away the pen and pad to toil at other things, About a decade ago I
emerged from the sleeper cell of Seventies poets and started to write and publish again. I
was picked to be one of the readers at the Poetry Ireland Introductions Series in 2015 and
have been doing regular readings in Dublin since.

There's a sample of me reading in the online video arising from the Introductions readings
[at 1:17 minutes in] at https://youtu.be/iqDEk1GU4Xo?t=1m17s

I store some poems that have been published in the magazines at
https://poetryzoo.com/author/eamon_mag_uidhir/poems

There's an interview with me on HeadStuff at http://www.headstuff.org/2015/06/eamon-mag-
uidhir/ [6]

eoghan o driscoll Kilkenny kilkenny drickytheriver@gmail.com artist and poet



Darren Donohue Kilkenny Goresbridge donohuegoresbridge@eircom.net

I'm an award winning poet and playwright based in Co. Kilkenny.  I was shortlisted for a
Hennessy Literary Award in 2010/2013 and my poetry is currently shortlisted for the Irish
Times Hennessy Awards 2015.  My poems are published in a number of literary
journals/anthologies including Cyphers, Sixteen Magazine, The Sea (Anthology, Rebel
Poetry), Fathers and What Must Be Said (Anthology, Rebel Poetry), Best of Vine Leaves
2014 (Anthology, Australia) and Poeming Pigeons (Anthology, The Poetry Box, USA).

My plays are produced internationally and I'm currently under commission with The Abbey
Theatre.

http://curtisbrown.co.uk/client/darren-donohue

http://donohuegoresbridge.wix.com/darren-donohue

Thomas Moore Laois Rathdowney sparge632@gmail.com

Hi my poetry is based in the natural world, love poetry. homeless people, intolerance,
human experience, I am a member of Laois writers group for many yrs, I did workshops with
Pat Boran, Rita Kelly,read on local radio, I read for Amnesty international in Portlaois , I had
poems published in two anthologies.

Janice Fitzpatrick
Simmons Leitrim Newbridge, Dowra janicefitzpatricksimmons@gmail.com

5 books of poems, published by Salmon Poetry, founded The Poets' House with late
husband.
Many readings and workshops worldwide.
Love to read and to hold workshops.

Paul Foley Limerick
Patrickswell, County
Limerick paul.foley@limerick.ie or @pfoley194

I write mainly for personal enjoyment and only recently found the courage to submit some
work !
I try to support the Limerick Writers Centre as much as possible.
Favourite poets currently, are Catherine Phil McCarthy, Doireann Ni Ghriofa and Rita Ann
Higgins

Joe Healy Limerick Kilmeedy, West Limerick joe.healy@limerick.ie

I am a member of Limerick Writers Centre and Listowel Writers Group. I have been guest
poet at White House Bar,  Limerick, On the Nail and O' Bheal, Cork. Revival Press
published my first collection 'Soft as Rainbow' in 2013.
I perform serious or humorous poetry and I may even throw in a song. Joe

Darragh Roche Limerick Limerick city @darraroche

My poetry focuses on historical and social themes in an attempt to explore the relationship
between individual experience and the narrative that surrounds world events. The nature of
identity and power are important subjects to me. Performance is a major part of my
approach to poetry and I regularly appear in Limerick's thriving literary scene.

Óscar Mascareñas Limerick Limerick Oscar OMG (Facebook) Poetry in English and Spanish. Experimental poetry. Sound poetry. Web: oscaromg.com

Andreas Pargger Limerick Limerick info@andreaspargger.com

I'm an Austrian poet and short-story writer and I'm currently doing my Ph.D at Mary
Immaculate College, Limerick. I write in German, obviously, but maybe you are looking for
writers in foreign languages who are living in Ireland as well.

www.andreaspargger.com

Mary Melvin Geoghegan Longford Longford Town marymelvingeoghegan@gmail.com

I have four collections of poetry published the last 'Say it Like a Paragraph'
with Bradshaw Books, Cork(2012)  My next collection 'As Moon and
Mother Collide' will be published in 2017 with Salmon Poetry.  Work has
been published widely incluing Poetry Ireland Review, The SHOp, Cyphers,
The Stony Thursday Book, The Moth, Sunday Times, Oxfam Calendar 07,
Studies, Crannog,, Skylight 47 amongst others.  I've worked extensively with children
through workshops and editing several anthologies of
children's poetry.  Also experienced with adults giving poetry workshops
tailoring the workshops to the needs of the group either at transition or
third level.  With 1916 nearly upon us I've been gathering, thinking,
planning workshops around the theme.  This year was invited to Emper
N.S. Co. Westmeath to give a workshop themed on 1916  - I felt it
worked all of the students wrote poems and two went  on to win at The Goldsmith Literary
Festival 2015.



Patrick Dillon Louth Drogheda pod5012000@yahoo.co.uk

In 2002 he was one of the poets selected by Poetry Ireland for their Introductions series.
Publications include Poetry Ireland Review, The Café Review, the Moth, The Stony
Thursday Book,  Van Gogh’s Ear and the Echoing Years Anthology of poetry from Ireland
and Canada.

Readings at the Electric Picnic, The Whitehouse Bar, Poetry Day in Dundalk, Spy Bar,
Highlanes Gallery.

Anni Wilton-Jones Mayo Near Charlestown aine.an.caipin@gmail.com

I have been a performance poet for rather longer than I care to remember and have read
my work in Wales (where I used to live), England, the USA and, of course, Ireland. I now
live in Co Mayo and, as well as performing with the Hermit Collective, am a member of Pen
and Ink Writers. I offer workshops and readings for children, young people and adults.
Some of my work can be seen at http://hermitcollective.weebly.com/anni-wilton-jones.html
and http://pen-and-ink.jimdo.com/writings/

My poetry and prose have appeared in a number of publications, including The Cuirt
Journal, Of Sawn Grain, Salvo, The Scotsman and Index on Censorship. I have also
produced two solo CDs of poetry readings, Anam Cara and Moth, and another, This is…
Salem, as part of a team of five poets.

Solo publications: Bridges, Moth (as Victoria Tims), Light Touch, Winter Whiting
Co-written publications: This is… Salem, Fresh Voices for Younger Listeners, War Poems
All published by Stonebridge Publications

Jack Grady Mayo County Mayo scara9mouche@yahoo.ie

I am a past winner of the Worcester County (MA) Poetry Contest, and my poetry has been
published in Ireland, the USA, the UK, and France.  I am a founding member of the Ox
Mountain Poets, with local membership from North Mayo and West Sligo.  We also have a
Facebook group, which includes poets from all over Ireland and from other countries as
well.  The Facebook group can be found at:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/236949213181738/

mairead kenny mayo ballina kennymairead665@gmail.com
I like to write poems about things that interest me and different situations . Everything and
anything really.

Michael Farry Meath Trim mfarry47@eircom.net

Michael Farry was selected for Poetry Ireland Introductions 2011. His poems have been
published in journals and anthologies in Ireland, the UK, USA and Australia. He won the
Dromineer Poetry Competition 2014. His first poetry collection, Asking for Directions, was
published by Doghouse Books in 2012.

www.michaelfarry.com

HELEN HARRISON Monaghan SCOTSTOWN harris4on@gmail.com

Nature, childhood, true-story poems and characters.

I am confident to perform my poetry. I have performed at open-mic and readings.

Some poems can be found here on my blog: poetry4on.blogspot.com

HELEN HARRISON Monaghan SCOTSTOWN harris4on@gmail.com

I write about nature, story-poems and characters.

I have some experience of reading in public.

Many of my poems are on my blog: poetry4on.blogspot.com

My collection of poetry 'The Last Fire' is published by Lapwing Publishers 2015



John Saunders Offaly Tullamore saundersjpps@gmail.comm [7]

I am a founder member of the Hibernian Writers’ Group. My collections are After the
Accident (Lapwing Press, 2010) and Chance (New Binary Press, 2013). One of three
featured poets in Measuring, Dedalus New Writers, 2012,My poems have appeared in
journals in Ireland, the UK and America, on many online sites, and been included in The
New Binary Press Anthology of Poetry, The Stony Thursday Book, The Scaldy Detail 2013,
Conversations with a Christmas Bulb (Kind of a Hurricane Press, 2013), The Poetry of Sex,
(Penguin, 2014), Fatherhood Anthology (Emma Press UK, 2014), The Fate of Berryman
Anthology (Arlen House, 2014) and The Lion Tamer Dreams of Office Work, Hibernian
Writers Anthology (Alba Press, 2015).

Anne Deroe Offaly Birr deroeoshea@eircom.net

I have been writing for a number of years, but only recently have come out about this! I
perform at the open mic at Flying South and Lingo Spoken Word Festival and some local
events. At the moment, I am working on a first collection. Relationships, nature, mental
health issues, sense of place, loss, growth and gratitude are some of the more frequent
themes in my writing.

Louise G. Cole Roscommon Roscommon/Leitrim/Slig https://www.facebook.com/LouiseGC

I blog about my writing interests at https://louisegcolewriter.wordpress.com/.
Meanwhile, every second Tuesday of the month I read my poetry at the Dock Arts Centre,
Carrick-on-Shannon. I also perform with the Hermit Collective, a band of writers, artists,
musicians and more who stage pop-up shows in the west of Ireland.
I have had poems short-listed,  long-listed and placed in competitions and I am putting a
collection together for publication in April.

JESSAMINE O
CONNOR Sligo Monasteraden jessamineoc@yahoo.com

My poems are eclectic; I've been described as political, personal, and a persuasive orator,
in reviews available on Sabotage. As director of 'The Hermit Collective' I am familiar with
delivering arts events, and read my poetry regularly, both in short bursts as part of our pop-
up arts group, or in longer readings as commissioned by local councils.
I have won two awards and been shortlisted in many more; my poetry chapbooks were
funded by an artists bursary from Roscommon County Council; I facilitate a weekly creative
writing group, 'The Wrong Side of the Tracks Writers', and am available for readings and
workshops.
See my websites  www.jessamineoconnor.com
www.hermitcollective.weebly.com   www.jessamineoconnor.blogspot.com

Anne McKeon Tipperary

Kyle, The Commons,
Ballingarry, Thurles, Co.
Tipperary amck2000@eircom.net

Nature and in particular, trees, sea cliffs, and the shoreline are what inspire me most. I love
the countryside where I live and find inspiration growing vegetables and taking care of my
flower garden. Along with another poet friend - Bernard Allon - we produced a collection of
poems called WOUNDED TREE available by order via my email address. I love attending
open-mike sessions to perform my poetry and short stories.  Involved in the Slieveardagh
Writers Group near my home.
I am currently working on my first book of short stories.

Grace Wells Tipperary Clonmel gracewells@eircom.net

Grace Wells won the Rupert & Eithne Best First Collection Award in 2011 for 'When God
Has Been Called Away to Greater Things'. Her second collection 'Fur' has just been
published by Dedalus Press, October 2015. Always delighted to be invited to read her
poetry, she has appeared widely in Ireland, and in Newfoundland.

Eleanor Hooker Tipperary Dromineer, Nenagh
lnrhooker@gmail.com,
@EleanorHooker_

My first collection, The Shadow Owner's Companion was published with the Dedalus Press
2012, my second collection is being published 2016.
http://www.eleanorhooker.com

"Eleanor Hooker’s debut collection of poems is a rich and sometimes unsettling book, full of
warm presences, but also open to an otherness, at best glimpsed or half-heard but
nonetheless real" Dedalus Press

Readings include: Dromineer Literary Festival, Cuirt Internationl Festival of Literature,
O'Bhéal Winter Warmer Festival, Doolin Writers Weekend, Over the Edge, Galway,
DoubleShot Reading at Books Upstairs, Limerick White House Poetry, Limerick On the Nail,
Limerick Stanzas, Readings at the Irish Writers Centre, Teachers Club, Dublin.



Aine MacAodha Tyrone Omagh https://twitter.com/ainemacaodha

http://ainemacaodha.webs.com/index.htm

Latest poetry book 'Landscape of Self' published by Lapwing Press Belfast.

joe kelly UK london 7411164221

I am poet in residence at cafe church .a  C of E Church in London that that works with
homeless people people at the margins.
I feel that community arts is my main forte.
Family originates from the Dingle area County Kerry

Róisín Tierney UK London roisintierney@hotmail.com

 I was one of the readers in the 2008 Poetry Ireland Introduction series. I lived for several
years in Spain (Valladolid and Granada), and am now living in London. My pamphlet,
Dream Endings (Rack Press) won the 2012 Michael Marks Pamphlet Award.  My debut
collection, The Spanish-Italian Border, is published by Arc.  I am a tutor at the Poetry School
in London.  For more information on prizes and publications please see:
www.roisintierney.blogspot.com

Michael Mc Carthy UK
Sherburn in Elmet, North
Yorkshire jo.shb@tiscali.co.uk

My new Collection is called The Healing Station,
Published by www.thepoetrybusiness.co.uk

It is in response to a residency at the unit for Stroke and Dementia at Tallaght Hospital

Alan Murphy Waterford Lismore, county Waterfo alanmu@eircom.net

Three collections of poetry for young readers written, illustrated and published: The Mona
Lisa's On Our Fridge (2009), Psychosilly (2011) and Prometheus Unplugged (2014). In two
anthologies in Britain and America. I enjoy giving readings or workshops for school groups.
Festival appearances include Poetry Now, The West Cork Literary Festival, The Mountains
To Sea Festival, Electric Picnic and Waterford Writers Weekend.
"The verse is hopping on the page...highly recommended." - Seamus Cashman's review of
Prometheus Unplugged.                               Website: www.avantcardpublications.com

CLODAGH BERESFOR WATERFORD DUNGARVAN clodaghberesford@yahoo.com

Clodagh Beresford Dunne's poems have appeared in print and online journals and
magazines, including The Pickled Body, The Stinging Fly, Southword and The Moth. Her
poetry has been described as "A new vision , a new vortex of energy that localises human
experience and domesticates  genius in the manner of Maire Mhac an tSaoi  of old. Her
poems which, have among their broad subject matter, the frantic pace of early parenthood,
the grief of emigration digitised for a new generation, and the politics of a new Ireland, are
crafted with luminous precision and artfulness."  She is the recipient of a number of awards
from the Waterford City and County Arts Office and Artlinks. She holds degrees in English
and Law, is a qualified solicitor, and a member of the National Union of Journalists of
Ireland. A Gold Medallist in Public Speaking from The London Academy of Music and
Dramatic Arts, Clodagh is an experienced advocate, speaker and reader and represented
Ireland on three occasions in the World Universities Debating Championships.

Lani O' Hanlon Waterford Dungarvan laniohanlon4@gmai.com

laniohanlon.com
Lani O' Hanlon has a background in Theatre, Dance and Holistic Movement Therapy.
Author of Dancing the Rainbow - Holistic Well-Being through Movement (2007 Mercier
Press) She has an MA in Creative Writing with Lancaster University. Her work has been
short-listed for Galway’s Over the Edge New Writer of the Year, Fish, Flash Fiction 2014
Fish, Poetry 2015. Her poetry has been published by Southword Literary Journal, The
Stinging Fly, 'Solas Nua' Washington DC, Skylight Poets, Poddle Anthology -Small Lives,
The Moth, Raving Beauties Anthology, Halleluiah for 50ft Women, Bloodaxe and Mslexia -
Penelope Shuttle's selection for Earth Songs Edition, March, 2015. Review:
Lani O' Hanlon's 'Going to the well' can be read as a reversal of Heaney's well known poem
'A drink of water' (from his collection Field Work) where the water of the well is plentiful and
the reader is asked 'Remember the Giver'. In 'Going to the well' there is no water, a woman
offers the protagonists a cup of money. We think, perhaps, of fracking and other pollutants
of the water supply, and of the impoverishment of our society by greed. Clear fresh
language here avoids polemic, and the poem has a controlled pressure of feeling in it.
Penelope Shuttle



Anna Jordan Waterford Waterford City anna.ellybelly@gmail.com

I have been a writer since forever. I staged a few plays and shorts. It took me quite while to
find my feet. Recent life traumas found them for me and I settled back into poetry. My first
love. I like to play with words. I don't know if I have a style. A mix up of beat and classic I
suppose. Playing with the different approaches to survival without being too gender specific
or too dear deirdre and what not.

Jackie Gorman Westmeath Athlone vajrajackie@gmail.com

Jackie Gorman is from Athlone, Co. Westmeath. She has been published in Wordlegs,
Headspace and Elephant Journal. She was long-listed in 2014 for the Erbaccae Poetry
Prize and the Allingham Poetry Prize. In 2015, she was a prize winner in the Golden Pen
Poetry Competition and was also highly commended in the Goldsmith International Poetry
Competition. Her work has appeared in the following anthologies ; "Ring Around The Moon",
edited by Noel Monahan, "Respond", edited by Alan McMonagle and "Out the Clara Road",
edited by Rita Ann Higgins.  In 2015, she was long-listed in the Dermot Healy International
Poetry Awards, the Allingham Poetry Prize and specially commended in the Patrick
Kavanagh Poetry Awards. "Can you hear what I see ?", a collection of her poems in
response to the work of visual artist Brendan Duffy was published in 2015 with support from
Westmeath and Longford Arts Offices. [8]

joe neal Wexford castlebridge joeneal@eircom.net

Books published:  Telling it at a Slant; Pen Press (2013) ISBN 978-1-78003-664-9
                               Turn Now the Tide; Choir Press (2014) ISBN 978-1-909300-73-6
                                Hear the Colour; Choir Press (2015) ISBN 978-1-910864-13-5

Details and recorded readings at www.joenealtellingitataslant.com
                                                        www.turnnowthetide.com
                                                        www.hearthecolour.com

As an actor I regularly give performances of my poetry in the UK, US and Ireland

Margaret Galvin Wexford Wexford mgalvin@imagine.ie

I have published 6 collections, mainly lyrical narrative poems that tell stories. I also have a
major interest in creative writing for self discovery and well being as well as therapeutic
writing for positive mental health.I hold a BA in Social Care and am completing an MA in
Child, Youth and Family Studies. My readings and workshops are relaxed, interactive and
accessible to all. I have read  in many venues including  O Bheal, Cork, the White house,
Limerick, Poetry Ireland Introductions and recently in my native Cahir, Co. Tipperary.

Peadar O'Donoghue Wicklow Arklow buspoems@gmail.com
Lyric poetry. First collection 'Jewel' was the best selling title on the Salmon website. Second
collection' 'The Death of Poetry' available soon. Co-editor of PB magazine.

BREDA WALL RYAN Wicklow BRAY bredawallryan@gmail.com

Inspired by close observation of nature and concern for its future, my poetry also explores
the permeable border between the real and the unconscious. Sometimes ekphrastic in
origin, poems enact a personal mythology, making conscious use of imagery, pattern and
the music of language.

Sample poems:  https://poethead.wordpress.com/2015/04/15/self-portrait-as-she-wolf-and-
other-poems-by-breda-wall-ryan/
also: http://bredawallryan.com/my-poems/
My first collection In a Hare’s Eye (Doire Press 2015 doirepress.com)

Widely awarded, including The Gregory O’Donoghue, iYeats and Dromineer Prizes.

Experienced in and available for Readings, Workshops and as Competition Judge.



Pauline Flynn Wicklow Dobard paulinebflynn@gmail.com

I was shortlisted for the Patrick Kavanagh Poetry Award in 2010 but I'm not published.
Graduated UCD Creative Writing MA 2010.

I'm a painter by profession but have been writing poetry since 2009

I write lyric poems,Japanese Haibun and Haiku also some flash fiction.

I'm a member of the Carlow Writers Co-op.

mary Dorcey Wicklow Bray Mary Dorcey Author Facebook

Five Book published. New And Selected Poetry 2016 'Salmon Poetry.' Critically acclaimed.
Researched and taught across Europe and North America.(Google Scholar)  Translated
and performed. Represented in more than 100 Anthologies.
Her work explores issues of sexuality, identity and the multifaceted lives of women in their
role as mothers, daughters, and lovers. Her themes include the cathartic role of the
outsider, the nature of desire and political oppression.  She has won popular and critical
acclaim for her portrayal of romantic and erotic relationships between women and her
subversive and tender view of the mother/daughter dynamic.

J. Ted Voigt Wicklow Wicklow Town jtedvoigt@gmail.com

I mostly write short, free verse poetry but I'm always up for a challenge. Find me @jtvink on
twitter for poetweets, poems of exactly 140 characters.   I've done some local performances
and contributed to the Wicklow Writers' latest collection, A Long Stone and Other Treasures.
I have also taught creative writing at East Glendalough School and written poetry on
demand by typewriter as a part of the Wicklow Arts Festival.

Graham Allen Cork Cork g.allen@ucc.ie

The One The Got Away (New Binary Press 2014).
The Madhouse System (New Binary Press 2016).

Graham Allen's epoem Holes consists of a ten syllable line every day and is now in its tenth
year. It is published by New Binary Press. See www.holesbygrahamallen.org

Laura Murphy Dublin lauracmurphy59@gmail.com

I write poetry about my personal experiences, any and all of the emotions I feel, positive and
negative.

A poem should never be put off being written -- once the inspiration comes, write it down.
Even if it's on a napkin in a coffee shop as I'm about to leave, I write it down. On the luas?
Scribble it on my notes in my phone.

Inspiration is sudden, use it, take advantage of it, love it.

Lani O' Hanlon Co. Waterford Dungarvan laniohanlon4@gmail.com

Lani O' Hanlon has a family background in performance, theatre and dance and has worked
internationally as a movement therapist, teacher, director and trainer. Author of Dancing the
Rainbow - Holistic Well-Being through Movement (2007 Mercier Press) she has been
writing fiction and poetry for the last seven years. She has an MA in Creative Writing from
Lancaster University. Her poetry has been published in Southword, The Stinging Fly, The
Moth, Solas Nua, SWWJ, Skylight Poets, Mslexia, Poddle Anthology- Small Lives, Raving
Beauties- Halleluiah for 50ft Women, Bloodaxe and read on RTE radio's Sunday Miscellany.
Lani has worked as an arts facilitator/director internationallyand on the Skyros Programme
and as a creative writing facilitator with Waterford Arts Office, Waterford Healing Arts Trust,
and as writer in residence on the annual Molly Keane Writers' Retreat in Ardmore

Iva Beranek Dublin Facebook page: https://www.faceboo

I have poems published in a collection of poetry, "Learning to Love" (Proost, UK, see
http://www.proost.co.uk/learning-love).

I write inspirational and wisdom poetry. Topics range from seasons, love, growth, faith and
spirituality, to all the beauty and depth that life it.

You can read my writing on the Facebook Writer's page (https://www.facebook.com/Iva-
Beranek-1592321484351217/?ref=bookmarks) or on my blog (ivaberanek.wordpress.com).

I read my poetry at various events in Ireland, Croatia, Australia and USA. I also shared my
poetry on RTE Radio 1. I have been known to give a printed poem to various famous and
not-so-famous people when I met them. In the (near) future I hope to organise a poetry
evening to further promote my poems.



Angela Carr Dublin Phibsborough, Dublin 7 angela@angelatcarr.com

Angela T. Carr is an award-winning writer and poet, based in Dublin. Her work is published
in literary journals in Ireland and the UK, including Mslexia, Abridged and Bare Fiction. Her
debut collection, How to Lose Your Home & Save Your Life, won the Cork Literary Review
Poetry Manuscript Competition 2013, and was published by Bradshaw Books. In 2014, she
was selected for the Poetry Ireland Introductions series and won the Allingham Poetry Prize.
More recently, her poetry was nominated for a Pushcart Prize and commended in the
Hippocrates Poetry Prize 2016. Her work has been featured on RTE Radio One's Arena arts
programme. She is currently Poetry Editor at Headstuff.org. More info at
www.adreamingskin.com.

Mark Granier Dublin Blackrock and Dun Laog markgranier@gmail.com

Mark Granier is a lyric poet. His fourth poetry collection, Haunt, was published in 2015 by
Salmon Poetry. He is an experienced reader of his own and others' poetry and has selected
and read poems forRTE's  Lyric FM. His work has appeared in many outlets, both printed
and online, including the Dedalus anthology of poems about Dublin, 'If Ever You Go.' One of
the poems from his latest collection was selected to appear in The New Statesman's
selection of the best poems of 2014.
He was awarded a Patrick and Katherine Kavanagh Fellowship in 2011 and, more recently,
a selection of his work was included in the anthology, World English Poetry, edited by
Sudeep Sen (Bengal Publications, India, 2015).

From Liam Ó Muirthile's introduction to Haunt: [quote]
Being is doing, in one respect, and Mark Granier throughout his new collection weighs and
balances and points his words with technical mastery. I’m thinking here of those drystone
wall builders, those dykers as they’re called in Scotland, and which now recall Mark’s
‘grykes’ in his Inis Mór poem. It’s not mere craftiness, though. It’s also pleasing to the eye, a
sensual pleasure. His superb usage of the word ‘kernel’, referring to his grandfather in his
coffin: “creased and set, the wax-&-iodine/kernel of his face”; his “extravagant thorns”, and
his acknowledgement of Thomas Kinsella in his call to poetry: “the brunt/ of some odd
imperative pushed me ahead/of myself”.

Mark Granier precision-tools his lines: referring to his mother’s dying hand – “the vast
/landscape of her open palm - / tiny in the grip of what gave way.” Again, “her necklaces –
pearls and beads, the pink coral/ trickle and click through my fingers – feel /the precise
weight of the tangle/ of memory and dream. “you can see the corona’s/ wild ungovernable
curls.” “Ballast, the Office of things holding their own” (we have the added layer of ‘hold’ in
holding) , and the Benidorm lizard “with its dry archaelogical scuttle/ quicker than thought.”

Patricia Pukas Tipperary Cashel patkapuk@yahoo.ie

i'm a young writer trying to get my work out there most of my poems contain topics most
people dont talk much of such as suicide , depression etc in other words im hoping to be the
Sylvia Plath of my generation

Siobhan Daffy Dublin Glenasmole, Dublin hills, siobhan@rhythminc.com

Siobhan Daffy is a spoken word poet and published in many magazines and journals. She is
launching a poetry CD on May 28th in Fumbally Stables, Fumbally Lane Dublin 8. For more
information visit www.facebook.com/horseshoovesCD
CD included spoken poetry by Siobhan Daffy and music from six musicians from Ireland
and UK playing jazz, world music and classical guitar, it's a collaborative project born from a
love of poetry and working with music, voice and rhythm.
The CD will be available at www.bandcamp.com/siobhandaffy after May 28th 2016. Also a
new website will have information after May 28th at www.naturalrhythms.ie

Sr. Teresa Cahill Dublin Seabury Crescent, Mala cahillteresa99@gmail.com

I have three books published.
A. Anchored in Hope
B. Creating the light of Life.
C. The movement of Life.
 My poems are reflections on life.
I am in the process of continuing with my poems.
Teresa

Lucie Hart Clare Ennis Flynn4322@gmail.com Funny, observation, characture etc
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